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Energy use and greenhouse gas emissions are on the forefront of planning policy in the world
today. In the U.S., the transportation sector accounts for 50 percent of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, the most of any single sector. State and local levels of government have been very
proactive in the mitigation of GHG, with Washington State as one of the leaders. Two state laws
passed in 2008 mandate a reduction in GHG and vehicle miles traveled (VMT), a primary metric
in measuring traffic. This research focuses on Skagit County, Washington, as we attempt to
model and quantify both GHG and VMT as they are affected by land use development.
This research relies heavily on the Envision software platform as it was used a project involving
an agent based model of alternative future landscapes. The project provided spatial population
and employment data in the context of various future development scenarios such as the
compact development of the Ecosystem Scenario where the goal was 90% growth within urban
growth areas. On the other extreme was the Development Scenario where up to 40% of the
growth was allowed in remote and non-incorporated areas.
A majority of the research of this thesis document is devoted to the development of a traffic
model structured around the commute of 17 population centers to job centers within Skagit
County. The population centers are defined by traffic area zones, or TAZ, that encompass the

entire county. The model is unique in traffic modeling literature for its small number of
population and destination centers. The countywide accuracy of the model is exemplary at 0.87% standard error relative to current Highway Performance Monitoring System VMT data,
although it should be understood that this result has not been repeated by applying the same
methodology to other counties.
Given that buildings energy use is second to the transportation sector as the largest single
contributor to GHG emissions, a residential building model was created, in which parcel level
population densities characterize high and low density building development. Defined as
Apartments and Houses, respectively, within the text, energy use values were assigned to each
from climate-specific data of the Residential Energy Consumption Survey national data set.
Thus, as population and employment grow in various development scenarios of the EnvisionSkagit 2060 project, the GHG generation from buildings and vehicles is calculated for
comparison.
The compact development of the Ecosystem Scenario generated the least amount of GHG in
both models. Only a 5.9% difference was found in GHGs generated from the building model in
the two extreme growth scenarios (Ecosystem and Development). In the traffic model, a 19%
difference was found in the VMT of the same two scenarios. Compact, near job center
development creates more of an impact on GHG inventory in the transportation sector at
approximately twice the GHG impact of compact buildings.
Comparing our results to Washington State law mandated reductions for both VMT and GHGs,
we find that neither will be met in the transportation or building sectors. When a applying the
Energy Information Association’s most efficient vehicle fuel efficiency scenario where all
vehicles are projected to average 59.6 mpg we find that even the best combination of scenarios
(Ecosystem land-use and 59.3 mpg vehicle efficiency) results in GHGs that are 1.8 times larger
than those permissible by the law as applied to year 2050.
Our results assume the same ‘standard of living’ as today applied to home appliances,
heating/cooling, and vehicle use. The traffic model assumes all commuters continue to use all
modes of transit in the same fractions as today: 77.4% use single occupancy vehicles, 12.6% use

high occupancy vehicles, 1.0% mass transit, 4.6% walk or bike, and 4.4% work at home in Skagit
County. Although increased use of mass transportation was not modeled in this research, it may
be the only option given our findings, with regards to the Washington State reduction
requirements. In any case, our most important result is a novel approach to traffic modeling
that requires only spatial knowedge of population and employment in order to predict traffic
and quantify GHG emissions as they change with urban form.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Global climate change due to anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is a major issue in
policy and land use planning decisions today. Apart from recent regulation from the EPA, the
U.S. Federal government has been largely ineffective in regulating greenhouse gases from small
and large scale emitters alike. On the contrary, city, county and state legislation has been far
more progressive. Washington State, for example, has been proactive in passing two laws, in
2008, to reduce GHGs in general and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in particular. Although their
effectiveness will not be discussed, the strict reductions required by these laws become part of
the context as they apply to Skagit County, Washington.
The Envision-Skagit 2060 project (Envision-Skagit, 2011) provides various future development
scenarios for which GHG and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) are modeled. Envision software
(Bolte, 2011) is used as the basis for these two additional models. The Envision-Skagit 2060
project brought together local citizens, numerous local and regional organizations, and many
community groups to decide on the shape of future Skagit County land development. Various
scenarios were assembled by the group. The most restrictive land use scenario, called the
Ecosystem Scenario, requires approximately 90% of all new development to occur within the
urban growth area (UGA) of towns and cities. The other extreme scenario, called the
Development Scenario, allows new development to occur with only approximately 60% of it
inside of UGAs. The community based research of the Envision-Skagit 2060 project provides an
educational platform for both professional planners and citizens alike to better understand the
effects of urban form. The research of this paper seeks to augment the Envision-Skagit 2060
project by providing traffic and GHG information particular to each future scenario.
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1.2

Relevance of Research

The reduction of fossil fuels and GHGs is on the forefront of policy making decisions. From GHG
inventory accounting to mass transportation design, planners around the U.S. and the world are
considering the best ways to reduce the energy use of our society. Although considering
emissions at their source (tailpipe and smokestacks) is important, the research of this paper
examines a much more general, yet still causal, relationship. The shape of urban form affects
everything from commuting distance to residential electricity bills. Research from Ewing and
Rong (2008) suggests that emissions can be reduced by 20-40 percent by compact development
compared to less dense development. The goal of this research is the creation and application
of models for traffic and residential housing, both of which greatly affect emissions. The original
purpose of the Envision-Skagit 2060 project was to better understand how land cover changes
as developed lands replace natural lands depending on land-use policy . The research of this
paper allows the comparison of scenarios to go beyond just land cover to include metrics of
both GHG and VMT.

1.3

Scope and Objectives

There are two models developed and applied in this research. The first, a light-duty vehicle
traffic model, seeks to simulate commuters both within and between population centers as they
drive to the four job centers of Skagit County – Burlington, Sedro-Woolley, Mt. Vernon, and
Anacortes. Depending on the population distribution in varying future scenarios, the distances
traveled and choices made by commuters, change.

The second model, of residential housing,

characterizes residential housing type by population density values.
Both models, used in Envision as plug-ins, provide insight into the effects of urban form on GHGs
and VMT. The goals of this research are twofold: First, we will quantify GHGs as they vary
between development scenarios.

And second, we will quantify GHGs in relation to a

Washington State mandate that require a 50% reduction compared to 1990 levels.
mandate will be applied to the residential and vehicle sectors of Skagit County.

The
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2.1

Abstract

Anthropogenic Global Climate Change is a significant issue to policy makers at every level of
government, from national and international, to cities and counties (IPCC,2008). As with the
entire U.S., in the Puget Sound area, the biggest single contributor to greenhouse gases (GHG) is
transportation at 50% of the total (PSCAA, 2002). In 2008, the world reached a major
demographic threshold, where the majority of our population now lives in urban areas (Kunzig,
2011). Given that urban form has a direct effect on traffic (Ewing and Rong, 2008; Choi and Choi,
2009), the goal of this research is to assess the relation between urban form and subsequent
traffic, or vehicles miles traveled (VMT) – the most important metric of this paper. This
relationship will be developed within the spatially explicit software of Envision (Bolte, 2011)
where our study area, Skagit County, Washington, is modeled in 40-year future scenarios.
However, in this chapter, the model methodology at year zero alone is discussed, leaving the
‘futuring’ and policy relevant results, for subsequent chapters.
In the development of the traffic model we examined travel between home and destinations
where destinations are categorized by employment, family, school, social, and recreation. Of
these destinations, employment alone is modeled within the Envision framework. Skagit County
was divided into 17 TAZs, where each TAZ has a population, and 4 of the 17 TAZ have
employment destinations (jobs). This creates a significantly reduced (and therefore
manageable) traffic route network, while still capturing 83% of all jobs. All populations and jobs
are evaluated spatially at their specific TAZ centroid (two different points in job center TAZs).
Forestry and rural jobs, as well as small town employment, are not captured in this model. The
entire working population (62.0% of total) must commute to the four job centers (Burlington,
Sedro-Woolley, Mt. Vernon, and Anacortes) for all employment.
A fraction of all 17 TAZ populations travel to each of the 4 work centers, depending on two
weighting factors – job availability and distance. The weighting factor for jobs is created
particular to each job center TAZ by dividing the number of jobs available at the TAZ by the total
number of jobs available at all 4 job center TAZs. The latter weighting factor, distance, or rather
the inverse of distance, is found by the routing tool of ArcGIS’ Network Analyst such that the
real road distance is used between population and job centroids.
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The weighting factors distribute the commute of the 17 population TAZ to the 4 job center TAZ,
characterizing personal miles traveled or PMT. VMT is then calculated from the PMT by using
travel mode choice from the U.S. Census (e.g. 17% of people in Skagit carpool to work). Lastly,
the model was expanded to include all household travel (beyond commuting alone) and
commercial traffic. The expansion to include household travel was accomplished by examining
travel purpose statistics from the national household travel survey (NHTS) of the U.S., from 1977
to 2001 (Hu and Reuscher, 2004). The fraction of travel dedicated to commuting is consistently
approximately 20%. This data combined with research in Australia (Troy et al. 2003) where 20%
was also found, gives this research grounds to extrapolate our commuter traffic to include all
household traffic using the multiplier of 5. Finally, the model was expanded to include
commercial traffic using the ratio of 0.88130 of Southworth et al. (2009), which necessitates
that the scope of the model be the same as that of the Highway Performance Monitoring
System (HPMS) data. Our model predicts 1.2133 billion VMT for year 2010 which has a percent
error (compared to HPMS) of 0.87%.
At the sub-county level, the model predicts the most rural TAZ (covering the entire
eastern half of Skagit) generates nearly ¼ of the total county VMT while containing only 5.4% of
the population. The other major contributors are from 3 of the 4 major population centers (the
TAZ of Mt. Vernon, Sedro-Woolley, and Anacortes). The TAZ of Burlington, the fourth major
city, contributes less VMT, as expected, given that it is also a major job center (more residents
live and work in Burlington). On a per capita basis, the largest VMT contributors are the 4 rural
TAZ East of Sedro-Woolley, the 2 rural TAZ Northwest of Burlington, and the Swinomish Indian
Reservation.

2.2

Introduction

Global climate change due to anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is a major issue in
policy and planning decisions today (IPCC, 2008). In the United States, perhaps more than any
other country, transportation and traffic is an extremely important contributor to the total GHG
emissions of a county, amounting to 50% of the total (PSCAA, 2002). President Obama’s
Administration has been more proactive than past governments as they have increased the
corporate average fuel efficiency (CAFE) standards by 40%, required by 2020 (EPAa, 2010 (pg 3-
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2). Apart from this recent regulation from the EPA, the federal government has been largely
ineffective in regulating greenhouse gases from small and large scale emitters alike (Ewing et.
al., 2007). Lower levels of government, however, have been more proactive. In 2008,
Washington passed state law RCW 47.01.440 which adopts the following VMT reduction
requirements: a statewide 18% reduction in current per capita VMT by 2020, a 30% reduction
by 2035, and a 50% reduction by 2050 (RCW 47.01.440).
The focus of this research is the development of a traffic model that is responsive to urban form,
in Skagit County, Washington. The urban form is defined by Envision software (Bolte, 2011) and
the spatially explicit variables within it - population and employment in particular. The
geographic scale of Envision is defined by IDU (integrated decision units); in the Envision-Skagit
project there are a total of 158,664 IDUs, each with attributes that the traffic model will draw
from. This connection to Envision allows the traffic model to be applied to future years (though
‘futuring’ is not discussed in this chapter), but it does not allow important predictor variables of
traffic which are not modeled in Envision. These variables include: number of bus stops and bus
frequency, multi-model mass transit connectivity, as well as specific destinations such as schools
and firms (Bento et al., 2005).
The literature debates the importance of density and scale (neighborhood versus citywide
density) and its affect on trips number and distances. In a publication by Banister (2007) he
reviews studies in the UK and in the U.S. and concludes that “it is difficult to come to a definitive
conclusion,” but that “density and accessibility… seem to the most important land use and
planning variables to monitor in terms of transport related carbon emissions.” He goes on to
say the local level variability, from study area to study area causes the inconclusiveness.
Likely for this reason, traffic models are developed with a high level of detail given to the
specifics of each individual study area. Models such as those used by Wegener and Wagner
(2007) take into account current business firms, housing locations, and the roads and road types
that connect them. Given the course level of road information within Envision this approach is
not applicable in this paper. Similar to models by Wegener, and with the same (Envision)
compatibility problems, are models by the California Transportation Commission (Johnston et
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al., 2009; CTC, 2008), that use current and future road information, as well as micro-scale agentbased models with specific destination knowledge to predict traffic. EcoNorthwest has recently
worked on traffic modeling in Skagit County but their focus is on peak flow (rush hour) traffic
and they use highly detailed, micro-scale information for current traffic problem, and they
ignore rural areas (Everett, 2010). As described below, our traffic model uses a larger geographic
scale with inputs of only spatial population and employment information.

2.3

Methods
2.3.1

Study Area Description

Skagit County, Washington is located 50 miles north of Seattle on the east side of Puget Sound.
The San Juan Islands lie to the west of Skagit and Okanogan and Chelan counties lie to the east.
The Skagit River runs through the majority of the county with headwaters in the Cascade
Mountains in the Eastern half of the county, and the river’s mouth in Puget Sound, East of Island
County. As shown in Figure 2.1, below, the majority of population centers (and therefore the
concentration of this research) are on the western quarter of the county. Here is found
Burlington (2009 population of 8,511), Sedro-Woolley (10,644), Mt. Vernon (30,727) and
Anacortes (16,533); together their population is 66,415 which is 57.2% of Skagit’s total 116,152
(American Factfinder 2011). The rest of the population is in rural areas and smaller towns such
as Lyman, Hamilton, and Concrete, in the middle and eastern parts of the county.
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Figure 2.1 Skagit County with traffic area zones (TAZ) with some cities shown. Large white
areas north and south of Lyman and Hamilton are zero population areas not covered in this
study. The entire eastern half of the county is very rural and is encompassed by only one TAZ.
The traffic model requires the county be divided into traffic area zones, or TAZ, which are
highlighted in Figure 2.1. Borrowing from the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS,
discussed below) data map, their TAZ (97 total) were aggregated1 such that entire cities (e.g.
Burlington) would be encompassed by one TAZ. This aggregation resulted in the TAZ set used
for this research, numbering 17 total. Each TAZ contains numerous IDU, from which
employment and population are drawn from (discussed more below).
2.3.2

Data Descriptions –NHTS, Fuel Consumption, and HPMS

The National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) was a valuable source of information in its various
forms. In the first 4 iterations of the study from 1977 to 1995, it was called the Nationwide
Personal Transportation Survey (NHTS, 2011). Only in the latest survey, 2001, has the name
been changed to NHTS. The data was collected and analyzed first and foremost at a national
scale, and secondarily at a smaller, sub-county, scale. This latter, disaggregated scale is called
NHTS Transferability or NHTS_T in this text. It is important to differentiate NHTS from NHTS_T
because the latter reference is intended for spatial studies and includes week-day travel only
1

The aggregation from NHTS_T TAZ (96 total) to the 17 TAZ of this model is shown graphically in Appendix
A.
2
Southworth et al. (2009) also notes a check of this ratio (0.88130) with an independent data set where
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(Hu et al. 2007) while NHTS (2011) is simply aggregated and averaged for the entire nation using
all travel statistics (including weekend travel). Although NHTS_T is spatially explicit information,
available in ESRI shapefiles at sub-county levels for the entire U.S., it is important to note that
NHTS_T was not intended for rural county scale applications as quoted below in Section 1,
“Background and objectives” from Hu et al. (2007):
“Due to the survey’s design, data in the NHTS survey series were not
recommended for estimating travel statistics for categories smaller than the
combination of Census division (e.g., New England, Middle Atlantic, and
Pacific), MSA size, and the availability of rail. Extrapolating NHTS data within
small geographic areas could risk developing and subsequently using unreliable
estimates.”

In the above quote, MSA refers to metropolitan statistical areas, also referred to as “megaurban” in the above referenced text. Consequent to the NHTS_T data constraints, the
application of this data to Skagit County is questionable. However, this data is still used for
model validation purposes given the lack of numerous alternatives, and the availability of
NHTS_T data at the county-specific level.
The spatial data of NHTS_T was derived from the NHTS household survey data. The data
collected in NHTS covers the travel of four consecutive weeks of household activity. All the
travel data is summed and then divided by twenty-eight days, such that workdays are not
differentiated from weekends (NHTS, 2011). For the purposes of our traffic model, this
averaging of the NHTS data, is incongruent. The traffic model generates workday commuting
VMT; in order to make the NHTS data and the modeled traffic data (outputs) compatible, we
averaged the modeled output over 7 days. The factor of five-sevenths was applied to the
weekly VMT output from the model to make it comparable. This will be discussed more in
Section 2.3.5, “Commuter VMT Expanded to Total Household VMT.”
Washington State fuel consumption data is also used as an independent check on the traffic
model VMT output. Unfortunately, fuel consumption data are only available on the scale of
entire states. Therefore, upon the advice and spreadsheet of Peerenboom (2010), population is
used to disaggregate the statewide data (i.e. Skagit’s population as a fraction of Washington’s
total population and therefore the same fraction of statewide fuel consumption). The result is
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58,401,242 gallons (Peerenboom, 2010) consumed in Skagit county in year 2010. With an
average fuel efficiency (miles per gallon – mpg) we find VMT. The average fuel efficiency for
vehicles in Washington was 23 mpg in 2008; before that it was 23 in 2003, rising to 24 in 2004,
then falling to 21 in 2006 and 2007 (Hammond, 2008). In our research we simply chose the
2008 level (23 mpg) for 2010, the year of our model. Finally, by multiplying 23 mpg by the
aforementioned 58,401,242 gallons the result is 1.3432 billion miles (VMT), which will be
compared to the modeled output.
Of course, the use of fuel consumption to derive VMT has error associated with it. First, the
disaggregation of fuel consumption is done by population alone which means that urban form
(the principle characteristic this paper uses to affect VMT) is not considered. In other words,
Seattle’s densely populated metro area is assumed to use the same amount of fuel, per capita,
as the more rural Skagit County where jobs and populations are more distant from each other
and mass transit is more sparse. The second problem with the fuel consumption comparison is
that of diesel fuel. The fuel volume number used, is the aggregate of both gasoline and diesel,
and there is no information specific to the consumption of diesel fuel (e.g. number diesel
vehicles per county, their average fuel efficiencies, or their annual VMT). It is the opinion of this
author, that this data source is the least reliable of the three sources used for model
comparison.
Because of this concern, an additional source of validation data was used. Washington’s
Department of Transportation, in collaboration with the U.S Department of Transportation, and
the Federal Highway Administration measure traffic counts in a framework called the Highway
Performance Monitoring System, or HPMS. These data come from individual traffic volume
counters (e.g. black rubber hoses crossing lanes of traffic). HPMS data is not collected for every
road segment of the entire county, therefore to obtain data on entire roads, highways, and
counties, the data must be extrapolated to cover all road segments. This is done by correlating
the traffic volumes to road types, and jurisdiction (city or county) throughout the county. When
road segment lengths are multiplied by ADT (average daily traffic, or ‘traffic volumes’), VMT is
the results (HPMSa, 2010; HPMSb, 2011). HPMS is the principle source of information regarding
the operation of the nation’s highway system, which includes all the nation’s public roads
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(HPMSa). The traffic volume counters include all 2-axle, 4-wheel vehicles, both private and
commercial, and motorcycles, and large freight-trucks are excluded (HPMSb, 2011).
2.3.3

Commuting – Centroid to Centroid

Travel was considered at the scale of the 17 TAZ, such that all populations and jobs are summed
over each respective TAZ area. This is accomplished by a spatial query within Envision where
each IDU is attributed with a TAZ identification number. The population and job sum totals, and
the commute between population and job centers are considered spatially only at their TAZ
specific centroid (see Figure 3.2, below). In Figure 2.2, the model methodology for Burlington
jobs alone is shown, with the routes from each TAZ shown as spiraling lines whereas the model
actually uses realistic city block and highway routes.

Figure 2.2 Western half of Skagit County with job centers labeled and centroids marked.
Burlington’s commute network is shown with routes shown symbolically.
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Road Map

Figure 2.3 A road map of the western half of Skagit County. Realistic commute route
distances were found using ArcGIS’ Network Analyst.
There are 4 job centers (shown in Figure 2.2 - Burlington, Mt. Vernon, Sedro-Woolley and
Anacortes) included in the total 17 population centers (one per TAZ), and defined for the traffic
model. The restriction of the jobs query to these 4 TAZ is necessary to allow the subsequent
number of commute choices to be manageable. The model allows the 17 population centers to
commute to any of the 4 job centers which entails 75 different routes. The choice of which job
center each population center will choose, is based on two weighting factors. The first factor is
the inverse of commute distance (a further distance is a less likely choice) and the second factor
is the availability of jobs at each job center (more jobs per TAZ is a more likely choice). This
second factor is computed as total jobs of a job center TAZ (1 of the 4 mentioned earlier) divided
by the total number of jobs of all four job centers TAZ combined. The product of the two
weighting factors (distance and job availability) create a coefficient that decides the destination
of each person in the working population. For each commuting population (each TAZ) there are
four coefficients particular to each of the four job centers they may commute to. All four of
these coefficients were normalized by their sum such that all four sum to one and therefore
each commuter has a 100% chance of going to one of the four job centers. A more detailed
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explanation is found in the Appendix B, where the xml code used in the model is accompanied
by a common English explanation.
2.3.4

Model Controls and Flexibility

The fraction of the population that is working in Skagit County is defined as a constant, 0.620 as
is given by the U.S. Census (American Factfinder, 2011). Also provided by the Census are the
average modes of commute: 77.4% commute alone (single occupancy vehicle, shown below as
‘Fraction_SOV’ ), 12.6% carpool (high-occupancy vehicle, 2 or more people, shown below as
‘Fraction_HOV’), 1.0% use public transportation, 4.6% use non-motorized transport (e.g. walk or
bike) and 4.4% work at home. Though the reduction to (privately owned automobile) VMT by
commuters using mass transit is considered, the VMT of mass transit (busses, etc.) is not
considered. Non-motorized transit and people that work from home do not contribute to VMT
and GHG. In Equation 1 below, commuter vehicle miles traveled (CVMT) are calculated as they
depend on vehicles with single and double occupancy.
Eqn. 1
Equation 1, converts between CMVT and commuter passenger miles traveled (CPMT). For
example, if two people in the same car, drive 1 mile, that is 2 CPMT but only 1 CVMT. The
conversion is accomplished by assuming that all high-occupancy vehicles (HOV) have 2 people in
them.
2.3.5

Commuter VMT (CVMT) Expanded to Total Household VMT

Before the results can be very meaningful, the scope of the model needs to be expanded to
encompass more than just household commuting. As characterized in the groups of the leftmost column in Table 2.1 (below), there are many purposes for which people drive their vehicle.
Table 2.1 was compiled by Hu and Reuscher (2004) from the NHTS survey that was conducted in
the years shown; it is the only nationwide study that examines personal choice of driving
destinations, based on household survey data (Hu et al., 2007). From these data, all household
travel was characterized in terms of daily commuting travel alone. As is shown in the row
labeled, “To/From Work,” the percentage that commuting holds, as a fraction of total household
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travel, is consistently approximately 20%. The mean and standard deviation of the datum of “To
or From Work” miles from 1977, is 20.84% ± 1.65%. Weighing both the most recent data as the
most relevant (2001 was 19.03%), as well as the historical average, this paper will use simply
20.0%. Further evidence of the consistency of this fraction comes from Troy et al. (2003), where
20.22% is used citing (Australian) city specific and national census data.
Table 2.1 NHTS data from Hu and Reuscher (2004). Person Miles of Travel per Day (PMT) and
(% of total) over a 7-day week.

Total
To/From Work
Family/Personal Business
School/Church
Social and Recreational
Other

1977

1983

1990

adj.
1990

1995

2001

25.95

25.05

28.56

34.91

38.67

40.25

5.16

5.04

6.49

6.49

8.69

7.66

(19%)

(20%)

(23%)

(19%)

(22%)

(19.03%)

5.68

6.46

8.93

12.10

13.51

13.20

(22%)

(26%)

(31%)

(35%)

(35%)

(33%)

1.61
(6%)
7.81
(30%)
5.68
(22%)

1.67
(7%)
9.85
(39%)
2.04
(8%)

1.84
(6%)
9.86
(35%)
1.43
(5%)

1.84
(5%)
13.02
(37%)
1.46
(4%)

2.21
(6%)
11.86
(31%)
2.39
(6%)

2.35
(6%)
12.09
(30%)
4.80
(12%)

Notes (taken from source data table):
-Note that 2001 data excludes persons aged 0 to 4 since travel by such persons were not included in the 1990
and1995 surveys.
-1995 VMT and vehicle trips with “To or From Work” as a trip purpose are believed to be overstated.
- Note that only the 1990 data have been adjusted to make them more comparable with the 1995 and 2001 data.
Thus, there are limits on the conclusions that can be drawn in comparing travel with earlier survey years. The
adjustments to 1990 data affect only person trips, vehicle trips, person miles of travel (PMT) and vehicle miles
of travel (VMT).

Still, a better traffic model would more specifically address some of the other categories of
listed in Table 1. Number of miles driven to “School/Church,” for example, is specific enough
that a model is possible. The growth of schools and churches (new building construction) is not,
however, something that is currently modeled in Envision. Also, regarding the first three
categories of Table 1, it could be argued that all these destinations are also work destinations.
The model’s commute destination decision weighting system (described previously) accounts for
job availability and distance which applies to “Family/Personal Business” and “School/Church”
simply because these destinations are also places of work. The variability in travel frequency of
these latter two categories is not, however, something that is captured in this model. Also, the
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categories of “Social and Recreational,” and “Other,” add a level of complexity not covered in
the model.
The consistency of the one-fifth (20%) fraction allows the traffic model coverage to expand fivefold, to encompass all household travel. However, before applying the factor of five, the data
from our traffic model must be adjusted to the same ‘average day’ as is used in the NHTS data of
the previous table (Table 2.1). The NHTS data survey covers all household travel of four
consecutive weeks which means that all the categorical travel data of Table 2.1 is summed and
divided by twenty-eight days, such that workdays are not differentiated from weekends (NHTS,
2011). In our traffic model, there is an inherent assumption of ‘work-day’ travel. Therefore, to
use the factor of 5 (the 20% from Table 2.1), the traffic model’s daily CVMT output must first be
averaged over a 7-day week (just as the NHTS data is), resulting in the additional factor of fivesevenths. In other words, the first step is to adjust the model’s output to an equivalent time
scale to that of NHTS (the average day over 7-day week of Table 2.1). This is accomplished by
multiplying the model’s daily commuter miles (CVMT) by five-sevenths. Then, with the
‘average-day’ of NHTS established, the second step uses the factor of five (from the 20% of
Table2.1) to encompass total household. In summary, the model’s output is multiplied by fivesevenths and then by 5.
Extrapolating to all ‘household travel,’ using the factor of 5, also inherently implies that our
traffic model now defines ‘household travel’ following NHTS guidelines. According to NHTS, all
household travel occurs in personally owned vehicles, and therefore excludes fleets of business
(commercially owned) vehicles and freight trucks (NHTS, 2011; Goeltz, 2011). To further expand
the model to include commercial VMT, we once again turn to the literature.
2.3.6

Household VMT Expanded to Include Commercial

Southworth et al. (2009) examines the relationship between NHTS and HPMS (Highway
Performance Monitoring System) where HPMS, as described in section 2.3.2 (Data Descriptions),
does include commercial (all 2-axle) vehicles. The research of Southworth et al. (2009) discusses
a ratio of NHTS to HPMS data which is therefore, a ratio of total home-based VMT (NHTS data)
to total VMT (home-based plus commercial). Southworth et al., drawing from Hu and Reuscher
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(2009), shows that this ratio grew monotonically from 0.85088 to 0.91075, from 1990 to 1995;
then it decreased monotonically to 0.88130 from 1995 to 2001, the last year for which data are
available. The value (0.88130) used in this research, is concurrent with Southworth et al.
(2009)2. With this ratio, applied to year 2010, commercial vehicles are characterized by homebased travel using the coefficient 1.13469 (the inverse of 0.88130), as shown below.
Eqn. 2

Eqn. 3
Eqn. 4
Where Equation 2 comes from Southworth et al. (2009) and Equation 4, simply equates the
scope of the datasets in the research by Southworth et al. (2009) to the scope of this paper.
Using the factor of 5 and five-sevenths (twenty-five-sevenths as a product), the scope of NHTS
(total household travel) is encompassed by this model. Then, using the ratio of Southworth et
al., the model’s scope is further expanded from total household VMT to include commercial
vehicle travel. This relationship also allows the otherwise unequal data sets, NHTS and HPMS, to
be compared and used for verification of our traffic model.

2.4

Results
2.4.1

Model Output Comparisons

In an attempt to justify the basis of the model, as well as the impressive expansion from
commuter VMT to (HPMS defined) total VMT, the model is now compared to various other
sources of countywide VMT data and VMT models. Taking year zero of the model as year 2010,
all data are adjusted to this time frame using population growth. Referring to Table 2.2, below,
first, we examine our modeled VMT compared to fuel consumption data. Comparing this to the
model output for year zero of 1.2133 billion VMT we see an error (difference) of -0.1299 billion
VMT, or a error of 9.67 % (an under prediction from the model). Given the error associated with
2

Southworth et al. (2009) also notes a check of this ratio (0.88130) with an independent data set where
they find it to be 0.899.
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fuel consumption (discussed in Section 3.3.2 - Data Description), these data demonstrates only
that the model is approximately accurate.
Also described in the aforementioned (Data Description) section, is the NHTS_T data. These
data in comparison with the model yield a 8.31% over-prediction, also shown in Table 2.2 (see
Appendix A for explanation of Skagit countywide VMT total from NHTS_T data). The NHTS_T
data and the fuel consumption data yield countywide Skagit VMT numbers above and below the
modeled output, bracketing it.
Table 2.2 Skagit County VMT – Modeled Versus Measured Data Comparison (Year 2010)
Data set
Modeled
Fuel

VMT (109)
1.2133
1.3432

-0.1299

9.67

NHTS_T
HPMS

0.9535

0.0931

8.31

1.2239

-0.0106

0.87

Error
-

Error (%)
-

Description
Traffic model output.
WA-state fuel consumption partitioned by
county population.
NHTS (National Household survey data)
Extrapolated from traffic counts using road
type

Finally, the HPMS data, which likely has the least error associated with it, yields a 0.87%
standard error. Although the similarity with the model output is very encouraging, it must be
acknowledged that we are only comparing one modeled data point here, the total countywide
VMT. To try the model with the same methodology in additional counties would be a better
test, but was not done in this research.
2.4.2

Sub county-scale Results

At the sub-county level, the model predicts the most rural TAZ (covering the entire Eastern half
of Skagit) generates nearly ¼ of the total county VMT while only 5.4% of the population lives
there (see Figure 2.3 below). The other major contributors are from three of the four the major
population centers (Mt. Vernon, Sedro-Woolley, and Anacortes). Burlington, the fourth major
city, contributes less VMT as expected given that it is also a major job center. On a per capita
basis (Figure 2.4 below), the largest VMT contributors are the four rural TAZ East of SedroWoolley, the two rural TAZ northwest of Burlington, and the Swinomish Indian Reservation.
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Perhaps the only surprising results is that of the far eastern TAZ. Its working population of 3109
is significant (approximately 1/3 size) compared to the four population centers that average
16,604 people each. Its commute distance from the nearest job center TAZ (Mt. Vernon) is 27
miles compared to, for example Alger to Mt. Vernon which is 9 miles, 1/3 the distance.
Although rural TAZ commuters almost certainly generate more VMT than more urban
commuters, we must still acknowledge that there are jobs and other destinations within the
rural TAZ which this model does not consider. Therefore we are likely over-predicting rural
VMT, but to an unknown degree.
Population density is often used to predict and substantiate VMT per capita values. In Table 2.3
a study of rural counties in the eastern U.S. (Fulton et al, 2000) is compared to our modeled
VMT values. The comparison shows only that our per capita VMT values, are reasonable and
our low population densities are due to expanses of non-populated area within the TAZ. The
relationship of VMT and density are discussed more in Chapter 3.

Figure 2.4 Total VMT by TAZ. One of the four highest VMT values (dark blue) are generated
by the rural far eastern TAZ where 5.4% of the population produces 0.21% of the county’s
VMT. Three of the four population centers (Mt. Vernon, Sedro-Woolley, and Anacortes)
produce high (0.1 billion annually or more) VMT. Burlington, the fourth population center is
also the largest job center (with a comparatively small population). Its residents tend to work
locally and generate less VMT.
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Figure 2.5 Annual per capita VMT on a per TAZ basis. On a per capita basis, the largest VMT
contributors are the four rural TAZ East of Sedro-Woolley, the two rural TAZ Northwest of
Burlington, and the Swinomish Indian Reservation. The four population centers, labeled,
contribute less VMT per capita as would be expected given that they also are job centers (a
fraction of the population stays within the TAZ to work). Also, three of the four population
centers are contiguous creating a short commute between them.
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Table 2.3 Per Capita VMT and TAZ population density (people per hectare, listed as pp/ha) is
compared to literature values. Fulton et al. (2000) have averaged county values for each of
the states (and Washington DC) shown below; an overall average of the literature is also
shown as ‘All’. The VMT values are similar to the literature. Also, the rural scale of the
population densities from the literature values are more comparable to the TAZ scale
densities of our model (TAZ area used for density calculation). More typical population
densities in the literature are those of strictly urban areas (e.g. 35 pp/ha discussed in the
building model, Chapter 3). Reference Appendix B for TAZ abbreviations and Appendix C for
modeled data (year 0).
TAZ
Bur
Fid
MtV
SW
Ham
Lyman Samish
pp/ha
3.48
1.58
5.58
3.78
1.44
0.58
0.34
VMT
4145
7198
4229
9410
31,863
25,294 20,354
TAZ
Swin
N_SR-9
SR20E_ ME SR20E_FE Conway
Alger
pp/ha
0.98
0.25
0.16
0.02
0.22
0.31
VMT
19,415
13,998
23,736
52,081
11,226
14,910
TAZ
Bay view R_La Conn
Big Lake
S_SR9
Ave2
pp/ha
0.57
0.40
0.31
0.46
0.34
VMT
20,266
12,065
11,362
10,590
10,387
1
Lit
DC
MD
VA
NC
Ave3
pp/ha
4.46
1.63
0.75
0.57
0.92
VMT
7216
7884
10,676
7501
8917
1
Data from literature.
2
Countywide average population density and VMT per capita value (Skagit Model).
3
Average of the four literature values.

2.5

Conclusion

The objective of this research was to build a model that takes spatially explicit population and
employment information from Envision and predicts vehicle miles traveled, or VMT. This was
accomplished by dividing the county into 17 traffic area zones (TAZ) such that travel between
them could be modeled as a small number of groups that migrate from home to work
depending on job availability and distance from home. The relative simplicity of the traffic
model creates error in rural areas, outside the four designated job centers (Burlington, SedroWoolley, Mt. Vernon, and Anacortes), where jobs are not considered.
One TAZ, covering the entire eastern half of the Skagit County, generates 21% of the county’s
total VMT due to the entire working population’s requirement to drive to work in the four work
centers. Therefore the 17% of jobs, modeled in Envision but not captured in the traffic model,
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likely create an over prediction of VMT due to rural populations that would likely stay more local
for work, given the opportunity by the model.
Given the coarseness of the geographic scale, and the simplicity of the weighting system used to
partition the commuting destinations of each population center, it is remarkable that the model
performs in comparison to measured countywide VMT data. Given there is no calibration step
in the model methodology, nor any regression against local or countywide traffic data, the
resulting model is reasonable – although proven in only one instance (Skagit County VMT total).
Now, with an understanding of the methodology, limits, and advantages of the traffic model, we
will move to predicting VMT in future development scenarios in Chapter 3.
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3.1

Abstract

Land-use planning has come to the forefront of governmental responsibility as the footprint of
urban and rural populations compete for lands with natural ecosystems and agriculture. In 1990
Washington State passed the Growth Management Act, or GMA, in an attempt to consolidated
and scrutinize development (Clayton, 2004). Skagit County, Washington, the focus of this
research, has recently completed the Envision-Skagit 2060 project which examines possible
future development scenarios using Envision spatial modeling software (Bolte, 2011). The Skagit
project brought together a diverse group of citizens, local organizations, and developers to
explore five different development scenarios and consider the effects of each. The research of
this paper uses the outputs of the Envision-Skagit 2060 project and applies them to a traffic and
building model such that metrics from both are available for the policy making process.
The methodology of the traffic model was developed in Chapter 2 and the building model is
developed below. The building model takes Skagit County-specific building type information
and spatially joins it to the population density of Envision at the current year, 2010. This
combined information allows for the differentiation of residential buildings into two groups of
density with the threshold dividing them found to be 34.18 people per hectare. Annual building
energy consumption was then applied to the low and high density groups by using the
Residential Energy Consumption Survey (EIA-RECS, 2011). Compared to residential electricity
consumption of the entire county, our model has a relative error of 9.14% at year zero.
The building and traffic models are both put into context by two Washington State laws that call
for drastic reductions of greenhouse gasses. State Law RCW 47.01.440 calls for a 50% reduction
in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) below current levels by 2050, while State Law RCW 70.235.020
requires a 50% reduction in total GHG (compared to 1990) by the same year (2050). Our models
find that the VMT and GHG reduction mandate cannot be met with compact future
development alone.
The traffic model predicts 9,283 VMT per capita in the Ecosystem (least VMT) Scenario while
the mandate allows only 5,800 VMT. To compare the transportation sector’s GHG potential to
the state mandate, we use vehicle fuel efficiency values from the Energy Information
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Administration’s CAFE6 future scenario (59.3 mpg). We calculate 306,700 tons CO2e will be
generated with the Ecosystem Scenario while 163,500 tons CO2e are allowed by the mandate
(applied to the transportation sector of Skagit County).
The traffic model methodology starts with commute distance from population centroids to
employment centroids in 17 different traffic area zones (TAZ) and extrapolates to cover all
household commercial travel. Though the model appears to be accurate on the county scale at
year zero (0.87% error, discussed in Chapter 2), the micro-scale accuracy is questioned as the
model is non-responsive to local population density and other common traffic predictors. This is
largely due to the course scale of the TAZ and the macro-level inter-TAZ commute considered in
the mechanics of the traffic model. Although intra-TAZ commuting is captured within the
model, from population to employment centroid, the fact that the locations of these centroids
are calculated and fixed in year zero (2010) does not allow this aspect of the model temporal
flexibility. In future improvements to the traffic model, allowing these centroids to migrate in
time, would allow the increased population and employment density, as well as the mixing of
commercial and residential zones, to be captured in the model since intra-TAZ distances
between population and employment centroids would likely decrease. As the distance
approached zero, the fraction of commuters that stay within their TAZ would significantly
increase.
The best use of both models is in between-scenarios comparisons in order to understand better
the impact that development patterns have on VMT and GHG. As the world considers its
options for GHG reductions, some policy makers my argue for a ‘technology fix’ such as high
efficiency vehicles. Our results explain that in any future land use development scenario, a
reduction of GHG from the transportation sector, will not be significant with the current trend of
single occupancy vehicle use, at least when compared to the aforementioned Washington State
laws.

3.2

Introduction

Global climate change due to anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is a major issue in
policy and planning decisions today (IPCC, 2008). Since the Kyoto treaty, policy makers have
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begun to pay attention to GHG emissions, key emitters, and national inventories. For the first
time ever (in 2010), the EPA is requiring GHG emissions inventories for all emitters larger than
25,000 metric tons of carbon-dioxide equivalents per year (CO2e/yr) (Schary, 2010). Though
this is a positive step toward the mitigation of GHG, in general the U.S. federal government has
been slow in policy action. However, smaller scales of government have been more proactive in
GHG policy action.
In 2008, Washington State passed a law that requires GHG emissions reductions by 2020, to
1990 levels, then by 2035 a reduction to 25% below 1990 levels, and by 2050 a reduction to
50% below 1990 levels (RCW 70.235.020, 2008). The law also requires reporting of GHG for all
emitters larger than 10,000 metric tons CO2e/yr (Schary, 2010), 2.5 times more strict than the
recent EPA requirement. Although vehicles are not large emitters individually, combined, the
transportation sector creates 50% of the GHG emissions in the 4 county jurisdiction of the Puget
Sound Clean Air Agency (PSCAA, 2002).
According to the environmental groups Futurewise and the Cascade Bicycle club, the emissions
reductions plan is not going to meet the required future reductions requirement; they filed a
lawsuit (WA Court, 2011) against the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC, a regional planning
group) last year. Their lawsuit concentrates on transportation planning (GHG emissions
mitigation through vehicle traffic reduction) while ignoring the effects of future urban form and
residential building energy use. Our research focuses on both traffic and building sector GHG
generation. Vehicle miles traveled, or VMT, will be discussed as the primary metric of
transportation evaluation; it is also the output of our model and the metric of another
Washington State law.
Specific VMT reductions are mandated by 2008 state law RCW 47.01.440 (RCW, 2010) which
adopts the following VMT reduction requirements: a statewide 18% reduction below current
levels, a 30% VMT reduction by 2035, and a 50% reduction by 2050. Although VMT reduction
can be obtained by decreased number of vehicle trips and increased use of mass transportation,
we assume a maintained ‘standard of living’ and traveling. The focus of the traffic model is on
trip length, as affected by urban form. The GHG creation of both traffic and residential buildings
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will be studied as it is affected by urban form. The traffic model is also referred to as a ‘VMT’ or
‘transportation’ model in the text.
Residential building energy use alone accounts for 21% of the total national GHG emissions
inventory (EIA-RECS, 2011). The literature on the effect of urban form on building energy use is
conclusive, albeit scattered on quantified details. Dense residential development affects the
creation of apartment buildings which consume less energy, per capita, than single family
dwellings (Ewing and Rong, 2008; PLAN, 2010). As with the traffic model, we assume a
maintained ‘standard of living’ where energy consumption from appliance use, and heating and
cooling remains the same.
Written in xml programming language, the traffic and building model plug into the Envision
software platform (Bolte, 2011) and are used within the Envision-Skagit 2060 project (Bolte and
Greenberg, 2011) which creates spatially explicit future scenarios of development (~50-year
futures) in Skagit County, Washington. In this paper, 40-year futures (up to year 2050) were
examined in order to compare results with the aforementioned Washington State laws. Envision
software models landscapes using agent-based, spatially distributed, individual decision units
(IDUs); 158,664 total in the case of the Skagit County project. Each of these IDU have attributes
such as land use, zoning, and population density. The analysis proposed here uses population
density alone to characterize building type.
Futuring is a term used in the text to describe future scenario development where scenarios are
future development possibilities reflecting a variety of change drivers and processes. The
Envision-Skagit 2060 project is community-based research where the Envision scenarios were
shaped by “local citizens, numerous local and regional organizations, including conservation
groups, tribes, local farmers, foresters, cities and towns, economic development organization,
colleges and universities” (Envision-Skagit, 2011).
The methodology behind the traffic model is detailed in Chapter 2, while the building energy
consumption model methodology is characterized below. The Results, Discussion, and
Conclusion sections of this chapter will include both models in the context of various future
land-use scenarios. The building model will discuss housing and housing types where the word
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‘home’ will be used interchangeably with ‘dwelling unit.’ Also, the reader should understand
that a house, or single family dwelling (SFD), is a type of type home; an apartment building with
5 dwelling units contains 5 ‘homes’, this latter case is also referred to as a multi-family dwelling
unit (or MFDU, used only to be concurrent with cited literature). Lastly, houses and apartments
are both ‘housing types’ in this text.
This work is similar in scope to the work of R. A. Johnston (2011) in collaboration with the
California Transportation Commission (CTC). In Johnston et al. (2009), GHG forecasting is
studied using PECAS and UPlan urban modeling software. UPlan, similar to Envision, is spatial
using a fine geographic scale and intended for “long-range scenario testing.” Although Johnston
et al. (2009) have a residential building model, it is different than what we develop in this study
in that it begins with energy use per area (square feet of housing living space) and extrapolates
to three different housing types of varying sizes. Although Johnston et al. (2009) is concurrent
with Norman et al. (2006) who find that energy use per square foot is nearly identical per
dwelling type, their method was rejected for this paper. Johnston et al. (2009) has (California)
state and climate specific residential home energy consumption data to draw from. No such
data exists in Washington State. Furthermore, contrary to Johnston et al. (2009) that uses three
different types, in our research only two statistically significant population densities (therefore
housing types) could be found in Skagit County. A good review of similar land use modeling
publications is offered by Johnston and McCoy (2006).
To describe the relevance of our research in terms urban form and compact residential buildings
we turn to Kockelman et al. (2009) and Norman et al. (2006) as they explain that shared walls
and smaller living spaces of apartment buildings require less energy to heat and cool resulting in
reduced annual electric and gas consumption. This is not surprising given that 49% of average
home energy use is attributed to heating and cooling (41% and 8%, respectively) (EIA- RECS,
2009). Kockelman et al. (2009) calculates that the difference between energy use of households
in single family dwellings (SFD) versus multiple family dwellings (MFD) amounts to 7375 lbs per
year of CO2e emissions per household. Furthermore, they estimate a 1% change in the entire US
population towards MFDs creates a 0.055% reduction in total US emissions. This number is
substantiated by a very similar study in Toronto by Norman et al. (2006). If 100% of the U.S.
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population lived in apartments (using the research of Kockelman et al, 2009) a 5.5% reduction
from the national carbon inventory would result – approximately one-quarter of total residential
energy use. Though this is perhaps a modest reduction for an extreme change, realize that this
a scenario where the entire population moves to apartments that average the same energy
consumption of the apartments built today (the same ‘standard of living’). In reality, the
transition towards apartments would happen gradually, into newly constructed, higher
efficiency apartment buildings such that costs for heating energy (and the affected national
carbon inventory) would drop considerably. The major question in future trends, addressed in
the text below, revolves around increased use of the electronics, air conditioners, and a national
level migration towards warmer climates.
Additionally, the discussion of higher density residential homes is substantiated by the grand
migration toward cities that the world is seeing (2008 being the first year where a majority of
the world lives urban areas (Kunzig, R. 2011)), and the rise in apartment building construction to
40% of all new homes built per year (Kockelman et al, 2009). Indeed, it may be a reasonable
goal to house people in dense development in order to save energy.

3.3

Envision-Skagit 2060 Project Results

Before the research of the present paper is discussed we first summarize the results of the
project we build upon – the Envision-Skagit 2060 project (Bolte and Greenberg, 2011). In
Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 below, a map of the current population is compared to maps of all 5
future scenarios3. Figure 3.1 shows all current (pre-futuring) residences while in the two maps of
Figure 3.2, future scenario residences in the Development and Plan Trend Scenario are shown;
and pre-2011 residences are not shown. The wider ‘tail’ of less consolidated growth is apparent
in the eastern half of the county when comparing between the Development and Plan Trend
Scenario.
The maps of the Figure 3.2 appear to be in order of increasing consolidated growth although not
necessarily in the four job center TAZ. More red (high density) dots appear east of Sedro-

3

In the figures, high and low densities are discussed interchangeably with Houses and Apartments as
defined in the residential building model of subsequent sections.
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Woolley within the black outlined urban growth boundaries of the smaller towns. More red
dots are also visible west of Burlington in the Preferred Scenario than the Ecosystem Scenario.
Sedro-Woolley contains more red while Burlington is less red when comparing the same two
scenarios. The Agriculture and Forestry Scenario of Figure 3.3 appears much like the
Development Scenario although there is significantly more consolidated growth as the scenario
is designed to protect agricultural and forestry lands. The two maps in Figure 3.4 show the
Ecosystem and Preferred Scenario, both of which show considerable white space, and therefore
consolidated growth.

Figure 3.1 Current (Year 2010) map of Skagit County. One dot is disproportionately larger than
the size of one house or apartment. All dot maps (figures 3.1 – 3.4) show houses (green) as a
layer underneath the apartment (red) layer. The black outlined zones are urban growth areas
(UGAs).
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Figure 3.2 The Development and Plan Trend Scenario map at year 2050. for the Plan Trend and
Development Scenarios. The maps show only new (future) homes. The color scheme follows
Figure 3.1. Evident in the Development scenario are the relaxed development restriction, as
houses cover more of the rural landscape than the Plan Trend Scenario.
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Figure 3.3 The Agriculture Scenario map at year 2050. It looks much like Development
Scenario except the growth is more consolidated as it is designed to protect agriculture and
forestry lands. The color scheme follows Figure 3.1. The maps show only new (future) homes.
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Figure 3.4 Ecosystem and Preferred Scenario map at year 2050. The color scheme follows
Figure 3.1. The goal of consolidated growth in the Ecosystem and Preferred Scenario is evident
in comparison with the Agriculture Scenario. The Preferred Scenario appears to promote
more high density growth in Sedro-Woolley while Ecosystem Scenario promotes more growth
in Burlington. Comparing the same two scenarios, more red dots appear in the eastern tail of
the Preferred Scenario, inside the black outlined urban growth areas. In the Agriculture
Scenario there is obviously more houses than apartments, both in the west and east of the
county.

3.4

Study Area Description - Skagit County, Washington

Skagit County, Washington is located approximately 50 miles north of Seattle on the east side of
Puget Sound. The San Juan Islands lie to the west of Skagit and Okanogan and Chelan counties
lie to the east. The Skagit river traverses the majority of the county with head waters in the
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Cascade Mountains in the Eastern half of the county, and the river’s mouth in Puget Sound, east
of Island County. The majority of population centers are on the western quarter of the county.
Here is found the cities of Burlington (current population of 8,511), Sedro-Woolley (10,644), Mt.
Vernon (30,727) and Anacortes (16,533); together their population is 66,415 which is 57.2% of
Skagit’s total 116,152 (American Fact finder, 2011). The rest of the population is located in rural
areas and smaller towns such as Lyman, Hamilton, and Concrete, in the middle and eastern
parts of the county.

3.5

Building Model Methodology
3.5.1 Data Descriptions

The characterization of housing types (e.g. houses and apartments) by Envision’s population
density required spatial information of housing type in Skagit County. This information was
obtained from the Skagit Assessor’s office (Skagit, 2011), where housing types are contained in
the parcel scale attribute, ‘Land use’. The data contained 42,747 parcels of household data
differentiated by 4 categories: Single Family Outside City, Single Family Inside City, Apartments
Buildings 2-4 units, and Apartments Buildings with 5 or more units. The Skagit specific data does
not contain energy use data (e.g. annual consumption of electricity and natural gas) such that
this had to be obtained from national average information – discussed in the next paragraph.
The national consumption information does not differentiate between homes inside and outside
of cities such that these two categories of the Skagit specific data were combined into one
category, ‘Houses’.
The Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) was used in our research to characterized
energy use per housing type. The survey is performed every four years, in all 50 states on
homes that are used as a primary residence, and information regarding household size, housing
unit type, and energy consumption is collected (EIA-RECS_b, 2011). The RECS data divides
housing types into the following 4 groups: Single-Family Detached (SFD), Single-Family
Attached (SFA), Apartments buildings of 2-4 units (Apts2-4), and Apartment buildings of 5 or
more units (Apts5+). In the first two category descriptions, ‘attached’ implies a duplex type
building while ‘detached’ is single building, or single family housing construction.
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In addition to classification based on housing type alone, RECS data also classifies data by
climate zone using heating degree days (HDD, a measure of frequency, and magnitude of home
heating (ASHRAE, 2011)). Climate zone is used to group the nationwide RECS data such that it is
more relevant to Skagit County. The RECS survey collects data on 6 types and quantities of
energy used in homes: electric energy, natural gas, liquid propane, fuel oil, kerosene and wood,
all of which will be examined below for their significance in our specific climate zone. Before the
RECS energy consumption data is applied to Skagit County, the county’s housing types are
characterized by their population density.

3.5.2 IDU and Building Type Data, Spatially Joined.
Throughout this project, data was managed and viewed in the ArcMap software by the
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI, 2011). The Skagit County-specific building type
information was spatially joined, using ArcMap, with the spatial density attribute of Envision’s
IDU data set. First, the non-residential IDUs were deleted from the original IDU data set,
reducing the original 158,664 IDUs to 17,998 IDUs. The data of the reduced IDU set were then
treated as points (located in the centroid of the each IDU) such that they could be projected
(Spatial Join tool of ArcMap’s Analysis Toolbox) onto the building type, parcel data set. Given
the generally finer scale of the IDU dataset, there are instances of multiple IDU centroids in one
parcel area; in these cases we average the density (from the IDU data set). There were also
instances where no IDU centroid (no population) fell inside a parcel, these parcels were
assumed to be vacant lots or vacant buildings, and were eliminated. The result was a shapefile
with 11,706 parcels containing both building type and population density.

3.5.3 Density Differentiated
With the intention of characterizing housing types by their IDU attribute density, the combined
data was imported into Microsoft Excel (2007) and analyzed using a two sample t-test of
samples with unequal variances, found in the Data Analysis Toolbox (results in Appendix D). No
statistically significant difference is found between the two apartment types with a P-value of
0.34; the category of Apts2-4 had an N of 560, and the category of Apts5+ had an N of 71. These
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two groups are therefore combined into one group, referred to hereafter as Apartments, and
compared to the Houses group in Table 3.1, below.
Table 3.1 A statistical comparison between population densities of Houses and Apartments
(Apts) in Skagit County is done using a t-test of samples with unequal variances. The small Pvalue is cause to reject the null hypothesis (no difference between groups), given that t-tests
are considered robust to non-normal data (Vaske, 2008).

Houses

N

Ave. Density
(people/m2)

Skew

8917

0.00186

29

ness

Kurtosis

Standard
Error

95% Conf.
Interval

1626

0.00409

0.000085

t-test
P-value

2 x 10-34
Apts

631

0.00498

4

20

0.00598

0.000468

The statistical analysis explains that the two groups, Houses and Apartments, contain nonnormal data, as shown by the skewness and kurtosis values. The intent is to demonstrate that
the average population densities that characterize Houses and Apartments, respectively, are
statistically different, using a t-test. Give that t-tests are known to be robust with non-normal
data (Vaske, 2008), the null hypothesis is rejected (p-value of 2 x 10-34), and the density values of
the two data sets are considered statistically different.
With the two average densities found, a threshold density is calculated, separating Apartments
and Houses, using Equation 1 below (where threshold density is noted as TD, House density as
HD and Apartment density as AD and their values are shown in parenthesis, (pp/m2)):
TD (0.003418) = HD(0.00186) + [AD(0.0049)-HD(0.00186)]/2

Eqn. 1

Incidentally, 35 people per hectare (ha), or 0.0035 pp/m2, is an urban density threshold found in
the literature to be the density at which mass transportation becomes viable and successful
(Newman and Kenworthy, 2006)4.

4

A similar urban density threshold of 40 pp/ha is found by Dunphy and Fisher (1996) to have the same
(mass) transportation connotations.
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Our threshold density of 34.18 pp/ha allows the residential operational energy model to
describes all population densities greater than that value as Apartments. Conversely, densities
less than the threshold density are described as Houses. With that characterization made, the
RECS (energy consumption survey data) is then applied to the two housing types respectively
such that the model can output residential energy consumption per housing type.

3.5.4 RECS Data Disaggregated
Instead of applying the national RECS data in its entirety, it was disaggregated by heating degree
days, or HDD. Although disaggregation by U.S. Census Regions was an option, the extreme
latitudinal expanse of the Pacific Division (including Alaska and Hawaii) discouraged that choice.
Instead, the RECS data was disaggregated by HDD, as the majority of home energy consumption
is attributed to home heating and cooling. Skagit County has a climate characterized by HDD
between 5000 and 5499 degree days (IECC, 2000). The RECS data was therefore reduced from
4382 homes in the 2005 survey (EIA-RECS_b, 2011) to 388 total by the HDD criteria.
In the previous section (2.4.4, Density Differentiated) the housing types were narrowed to two
relevant groups, Apartments and Houses, and their corresponding average population densities
were found, particular to Skagit County. The RECS data is therefore aggregated into two groups;
the RECS categories Single-Family Detached (SFD), and Single-Family Attached (SFA) were
combined to make a new group called ‘houses’ and the two groups of apartments (Apts2-4 and
Apts5+) were combined into one. The logic to this grouping follows not only the like
descriptions but also their likeness in living area. The within house group living area, between
SFD and SFA is only 180 sf, while the between group distance between SFA (duplexes) and
apartments 2-4 Unit Buildings is 980 sf. The within group distance between Apts5+ and Apts2-4
is only 546 sf (EIA-RECS, 2003). The energy consumption data is then applied to these two
housing types and a t-test, again, is used to check for statistically significant differences between
the energy consumption of the two groups.

3.5.5 RECS Energy Consumption Data applied
When the RECS national data set is reduced to those that hold the HDD (climate zone) values of
Skagit County, there are only 265 instances of SFD and 37 of SFA (houses); while there are 34
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instances of Apts2-4 and 52 of Apts5+. These four groups were aggregated into the groups,
Houses and Apartments, to arrive to the sums (N-values) shown below in Table 3.2. The average
annual electrical consumption of a House is 12,240 KWHr and that of an Apartments is 7,807
KWHr which are considered statistically different (P-value = 7 x 10-11) using a t-test for samples
with unequal variances, as was done before (Appendix F).
Table 3.2 From national RECS data (EIA-RECS_b, 2011) of homes in a climate similar to Skagit’s
(HDD 5000-5499). Statistical characteristics are shown of the groups of Houses (SFD and SFA
aggregated) and Apartments (Apts2-4 and 52 of Apts5+ aggregated). A t-test is used to check
for a significant statistical difference between the two listed ‘Average annual electrical
consumption (KWHr)’ values. Given that the t-test is known to be robust non-normal data,
the small p-value allows us to reject the null hypothesis (no difference between groups) and
find a statistical difference between the means, which was our goal. See Appendix F for
details.

Houses

N

Mean Annual Electrical
Consumption (KWHr)

Skew

302

12,240

1.2

ness

Kurtosis

95% Conf.
Interval

2.4

784

T-test
P-value

7 x 10-11
Apts

86

7,807

1.7

5.7

1030

The establishment of the average electrical energy consumption in Table 3.2 completes the
building operational energy use model, as it connects energy use to the housing types. From
Table 3.2 and Equation 1 , we define a House in Skagit-County to consume 12,240 KWHr when
its average IDU density is less than 34.18 pp/ha, as shown Equation 2, below.
Houses_CW_ee = (12,240 KWHr) x DU_Houses

Eqn. 2

Where ‘House_CW_ee’ is the electrical energy consumption of a house and DU_Houses is the
population of the IDU divided by 2.64 pp/household . Similarly, Equation 3 below, holds for
countywide Apartment electric energy consumption (Apt_CW_ee) when the IDU density is
greater than 34.18 pp/ ha. The variable DU_Apts is calculated the same as in Equation 2.
Apt_CW_ee = (7,807 KWHr) x DU_Apts

Eqn. 3
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All of the housing types are consumers of electrical energy, while the other sources of energy
(fuels) are not as ubiquitous. Table 3.3, below, shows the national averages of fuel consumption
for Skagit’s climate zone. More challenging than electricity, the rest of the fuels used in
residences are averaged compensating for many instances where no fuel is used. These
instances are referred to below as ‘non-zero consumption’.
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Table 3.3 Fuel types and nationwide annual averages per aggregated housing type (Houses
and Apartments) from RECS (2005) data in Skagit’s Climate of 5000 to 5499 HDD. All fuels are
considered that contribute 1% or more to the total average per household fuel consumption
(1% of 101 million Btu/household per year (EIA-RECS_a, 1999)). The group ‘Houses’ includes
both SFD and SFA from the RECS categories. ‘Apartments’ includes Apts2-4 and Apts5+ (also
from the RECS defined categories)

Fuel Types
Elect.
Houses
(302 total in
Skagit’s
Climate
zone)

Nat.
Gas

Fuel Oil/
Kerosene

Liquid
Propane

Total

No. homes with non302
210
37
zero consumption
23 (7.6%)
(100%)
(70.0%)
(12.3%)
(and fraction of total) 1
Ave. non-zero fuel
consumption per
41.8
92.4
110.9
26.4
home (million
BTU/yr)2
Fuel consumption per
average home (million
41.8
64.4
13.6
2.0
121.8
BTU/yr) and [tons
[5.56]
[3.54]
[1.13]
[0.15]
[10.1]
CO2e]3
Apartments No. homes with non86
49
4
(86 total in
zero consumption
3 (3.5%)
(100%)
(57.0%)
(4.7%)
Skagit’s
(and fraction of total) 1
Climate
Ave. non-zero fuel
zone)
consumption per
26.7
68.0
120.1
32.1
home (million
BTU/yr)2
Fuel consumption per
average home (million
26.7
38.7
5.6
1.1
72.1
BTU/yr) and [tons
[3.55]
[2.13]
[0.47]
[0.08]
[6.05]
CO2e]3
1) Homes with non-zero fuel consumption (and divided by total homes, N).
2) Average fuel consumption, of homes with fuel consumption.
3) Average fuel from non-zero consumers (number 1 above) divided by the total number
of homes. The value in [brackets] is the global warming potential computed from
emissions factors found in Appendix E.
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The procedure used (sample calculations in Appendix E), was to average over the group of nonzero consumers, then multiply that average by the fraction of the entire group (zero and nonzero consumers) that are non-zero consumers. This calculation results in the category of Table
3.3 called ‘Fuel consumption per average home,’ or FCAH. When FCAH is less than 1% of total
annual average fuel consumption (e.g. wood heat), it was ignored (less than 1% of 101 million
Btu/household per year from (EIA-RECS_b, 1999).
There are likely inaccurate averages that appear in Table 3.3 such as the ‘Ave. non-zero fuel
consumption per home (million Btu/yr)’ consumption of ‘Fuel Oil/Kerosene’ which is higher for
Apartments than for Houses. This is due to the extremely small pool (N=4) of apartment cases,
that use fuel oil, to average (while N=37 for Houses). Fortunately, for the same reason, the ‘Fuel
consumption per average home’ value is comparatively smaller for apartments (a multiplier of
4/86) versus for Houses (37/302). While pulling from the nationwide survey would have
resulted in a larger pool, it is inconsistent with our intent to make this model particular to Skagit
County’s climate zone.

3.6

Year Zero (2010) Building Model Results
3.6.1 County Scale Comparison and Error

For year 2010, the predicted county output for total electrical energy consumed in the
residential sector is 443.4 KWHr. In Table 3.4 below, the results are found specific to housing
type and fuel consumption. Unfortunately, the only verifiable results are those for countywide
electricity consumption. The only electricity provider for the county, Puget Sound Energy (PSE,
2011) reported 508.6 million KWHr were consumed in 2010 (Ertel, 2011). Compared to our
countywide modeled result, we have a error of 12.8%. Street lighting, counted in the residential
sector, offer a partial explanation of our under-prediction. The reported, or ‘observed’ data for
Skagit County is given under the pretense that it is (Ertel, 2011):
“limited to a record of billed energy usage and does not constitute an official record of energy
consumption. There are a very small number of accounts throughout our service territory that
are billed as “Lighting”. These accounts can be owned by a municipally, a business and in some
cases even residentially. Examples can include… A residential application might be the common
street lighting in a homeowners association in a community with private roads…”
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Further explanation of the under-prediction is attributed to our characterization of households
as a home that contains 2.64 people (American FactFinder, 2011) regardless of if it is a House or
Apartment which results in 23,121 Houses, 20,541 Apartments and the aforementioned 443.4
million KWHr total. If instead, we apply the national average of 2.78 pp/household for Houses
and 2.19 pp/household for Apartments the result is 21,975 Houses and 24,762 Apartments for a
total of 462.1 million KWHr. The housing type majority changes from Houses to Apartments
when the household size average is disaggregated. Similarly, the error decreases nearly 4% to
9.14% (as shown in Table 3.4). No attempt was made to rectify the street lighting error.
Table 3.4 Modeled and observed values of current countywide residential household (Houses
and Apartments) annual energy use. Houses and Apartments are differentiated by the density
threshold of 34.18 pp/ha, where lesser densities are defined as Houses, and greater densities
as Apartments. Household size variation effect is shown. Household size is different between
Apartments and Houses at year zero. Maintaining this difference in future development
scenarios would imply a culture change which is not assumed in this research.
Total Electrical
Energy (million
KWHr)
Observed value
(PSE)
Modeled Houses
& Apts: 2.64
people per
Household
Modeled
Houses:
2.78pp/HH, Apts:
2.19 pp/HH

Houses: N and total
consumption
(million KWHr)

Apts: N and total
consumption
(million KWHr)

Percent
Error (%)

508.6

-

-

-

443.4

27,208
(333.0)

16,622
(130.0)

12.8%

462.1

25,838
(316.2)

20,038
(156.7)

9.14%

Although the standard error worsens to -12.8% with an average household size applied
uniformly to both the Houses and Apartments, this was decided to be the most logical choice
given that the goal is to model future housing and development scenarios. When comparing
between two future scenarios, more dense development versus less dense development, there
is an implicit assumption that the population (numbering the same for both scenarios) has the
same ‘culture’ for all scenarios. In this case ‘culture’ means that the population has the same
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household size whether there are more or less apartments to occupy. In other words, we would
not force a highly dense future development to have smaller sized households.

3.7

Building Model Futuring
3.7.1 Historical Household Energy Consumption

The residential building energy consumption model uses average values per building type to
predict their consumption. The average building consumption for year zero (2010) was
established earlier from current information. To project future scenarios, however, we need to
make some assumptions about future new building technology and appliance use. First we will
look at historical trends , then we will turn to the Energy Information Association’s Annual
Energy Outlook Tool (EIA, 2011). Although this latter source takes the best available information
to project future residential energy consumption needs, it does so on a nationwide basis and
one of the major contributing factors is migration toward warmer climates such that less
heating is required (Comstock, 2011). Unfortunately, it is impossible to decouple the migration
issue from that of the building technology and appliance use (Comstock, 2011).
In Figure 3.5 below, the total nationwide residential sector energy use is compared in 2005 and
1978. Notice that the grand total, in the center of the pie chart has stayed nearly constant while
the number of homes has increased substantially, from 76.6 million houses to 111.1 million (EIARECS, 2009). Energy use per home, therefore, has decreased significantly as the proportion of
consumption in ‘Space Heating’ has reduced from 66% to 41%. All the other categories have
increased significantly: ‘Appliances and Electronics’ has increased 14%, while ‘Air Conditioning’
has increased 5% and ‘Water Heating’ 6%.
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Figure 3.5 From the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA-RECS, 2009). Total energy use
in homes is compared in 1978 and 2005. The fraction of energy consumed in space heating has
drastically decreased while appliances, electronics, water heating and air conditioning have all
increased.
The drastic reduction in space heating and per household energy consumption can be seen also
in Figure 3.6, below, which is calculated on a per household basis. With the added date of 1987
it is possible to discern that the largest increase in home heating technology occurred in the
early 1980s when a 44% decrease in space heating consumption occurred (EIA-RECS_a, 1999).
The changes in the other energy uses are fairly inconsequential in comparison. Also important,
is the relatively small change in energy consumption between 1987 and 1997. Similar, but on a
finer temporal scale is Figure 3.7, below, where the abrupt decrease in energy consumption per
household can be seen around 1982.
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Figure 3.6 From Energy Information Administration (EIA-RECS_a, 1999). Site Energy
Consumption per U.S. Housing unit by Total and end Use for 1978, 1987 and 1997. The largest
decrease in energy consumption has been in space heating between 1978 and 1987.

Figure 3.7 From Energy Information Administration (EIA-RECS_a, 1999). Total site energy
consumption per U.S. Housing Unit, 1978-1997. There is a large reduction in energy use from
1978-82 then very little change to 1997.
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Given the earlier reference of nationwide migrations toward warmer climate zones (and the
subsequent reduction in energy use) we look at Table 3.5 below, to understand better what is
happening in the census region of Skagit County. In the Pacific Region we see that the energy
use per household has increased 5% from 1993 to 2005 while the U.S. average decreased 8.5%.
Now returning to the national scale, but on a 25 year future projection, we look at Figure 3.8.
The energy (Btu) per household is shown from 2010 to 2035 (EIA, 2011).
The future projection shows a remarkable decrease in per household energy consumption.
However, the fact that nationwide migration projections that do not pertain to future
household energy use and building envelope technology in Skagit County, makes these national
data less helpful. The negative relationship of energy consumption in the Pacific Census Region
compared to the nation, shown Table 3.5, also lends one to distrust the general national
projection in relation to a specific local case (or county).
Table 3.5 From the Residential Energy Consumption Survey (EIA-RECS, 2009) and EIA-RECS_b,
2009). Total Annual Energy Consumption per Household for 1993 and 2005 in the 10 Census
Regions of the U.S. (in % difference and millions of BTU).

New England

Middle
Atlantic

East North
Central

West North
Central

South
Atlantic

East South
Central

West South
Central

+5.0

-9.2

+3.9

-3.5

-16.1

-17.6

+0.2

-8.7

-26.2

95.1

71.7

89.5

127.3 117.9 118.1

103.8

77.9

87.0

77.7

106.6

68.2

98.1

122.4 122.1 138.8

123.8

78.0

94.9

101.1

Pacific

-8.5

(includes
Skagit)

1993
(BTU)

Mountain

USA average
Difference
(%)
2005
(BTU)
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Figure 3.8 From the Annual Energy Outlook (EIA-RECS_a, 2011). The energy consumption per
household is expected to decrease by 0.8% per year on average for the nation. Part of this
trend is attributable to future population migration into the southern states where less energy
consumption occurs.
In the end, we decided on the more conservative approach. We model the future energy
consumption trend, per household, as flat following the suggestion of Johnston et al. (2009) in
his work in California and Johnston (a person communication).

3.8 Building Energy Use, Futuring Results
3.8.1 Alternative Future Scenarios and GHG
The five different future scenarios of the Envision-Skagit project reflect various urban forms that
could develop assuming the same countywide population growth. Each scenario attempts to
confine new growth within urban growth boundaries (UGA) to various degrees. The goal of the
Development Scenario, for example, is 60% of growth within UGA, 30% to rural towns, and 10%
to remote areas. On the other extreme, the Ecosystem Scenario confines 90% of growth within
UGA boundaries, 10% is permitted in rural towns, and no further development is allowed in
remote areas (Bolte and Greenberg, 2011). In Figure 3.9 below, the growth of Apartments is
shown from year 2010 to 2050. The step increases show time spans where the physical area of
UGAs have filled with development and further development requires density increases. The
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development and expansion mechanism of Envision, and the particulars of the Envision-Skagit
project are not described in this document. For more information see Bolte and Greenberg
(2011).

Apartment Dwelling Units in all Scenarios
31000
Ecosystem
29000

Number of Dwelling Units

Plan Trend
27000
Agriculture
25000
Preferred

23000

Development

21000

19000

17000

15000
2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

Years
Figure 3.9 Number of Apartment buildings (high density development) is graphed from year
2010 to 2050. Surprisingly, the Preferred Scenario comes in second only to Development as
the least dense development. The Ecosystem and Development Scenarios create the extremes
of high and low density development as expected. Modeled data can be found in Appendix G.

The Ecosystem and Development Scenario, in Figure 3.9 above, rank as expected at the
extremes of high and low density, respectively. The other three are more surprising, however;
the fact that the Preferred Scenario comes in below the Agriculture Scenario was not foreseen
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given that the Preferred Scenario was intended to represent consolidated growth. Further
analysis of the growth scenarios is not done in this document, as the results of - not the
methodology of - the Envision-Skagit 2060 project are discussed here. The Ecosystem Scenario,
becomes our scenario of choice to minimize both low density housing and decrease GHGs.
The GHG reduction mandate, mentioned in the Introduction, applied to the residential housing
sector requires a maximum total of only 160,379 tons CO2e in 2050 given the 50% required
decrease from 1990 levels (see Appendix G). The housing model predicts 629,419 total tons
CO2e from the Ecosystem Scenario, the least GHG generating scenario, as shown below in Table
3.6, below. Comparing the mandated GHG reduction to the housing model’s 2050 results is not
terribly relevant given that our future scenarios do not include an energy reduction trend.
Unlike in the traffic model (discussed below) where vehicle fuel efficiencies are allowed to
increase considerably, the building model assumes zero change in future housing energy
consumption. Although the mandate will not be reached using the assumptions of this model,
we can show that a 5.9% difference is possible between the extreme scenarios (Table 3.6) due
to more compact housing.
Table 3.6 Year 2050 results in Ecosystem versus Development for average Houses and
Apartments1. For calculations see Appendix G.
Apt
(DU)

Apts
(tons CO2e)

Houses
(DU)

Houses
(tons CO2e)

Total
(DU)

Total
(tons CO2e)

Ecosystem

29,762

185,124

42,679

444,295

72,442

629,419

Development

20,614

128,218

51,827

539,515

72,442

667,733

0

38,300
(5.9 %)

Difference2

-9,147 DU

9,147 DU

1) Average fuel consumption per average home is used here, defined in Table 3.3.
2) Calculated as (Development - Ecosystem).

3.9

Discussion - Building Model

The principle steps in the methodology of the building model is the differentiation of two,
statistically different groups of population densities, such that two housing types could be
defined and energy consumption values allocated. The allocation of the nationwide (RECS) data
was based on mostly textual (non-quantified) descriptions of housing types in Skagit and their
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connection with textual descriptions of housing types in the national data. Discussed in the text
was the small differences in living area within the ‘houses’ group (SFA and SFD) and the larger
between group distances (e.g. between SDA and Apts2-4). Based on this rational, the
dichotomous Skagit County-specific data were connected to the national dataset.
The connection above is not quantitative in terms of like descriptions of housing size and age
(between national and Skagit level data); two variables that are very important in the
determination of heating and cooling energy costs. Housing size and age were not further
discussed in the text because no clear methodology was determined. It is true that per home
energy cost has been nearly unchanged up to the present, starting from 1982, before which
there was a definite increase in energy consumption for home heating (EIA-RECS_a, 1999).
However, the average construction year of homes (Houses and Apartments) in Skagit is 1989
compared to the RECS average of 1973, such that age would appear important when using the
national data set. This difference could cause our model to over-predict home energy
consumption. Furthermore, Skagit’s average House size of 1690 sf versus 1975 sf for the RECS
national average (climate zone specific data is not available). Apartment dwelling unit size is not
available in the original County Assessor’s Office data.
Although this is cause for concern regarding our error5 (-9.14%) we should note that electricity
consumption (the only fuel we have for error comparison) is second to natural gas, as the
predominant fuel used for heating, according to the nationwide non-climate specific data set.
Still, electrical energy consumption is certainly affected by housing size (and age), as it is still
used in many homes for heating and cooling. The concern about the model’s over-prediction
should be taken with caution because no climate zone specific data is available from RECS
regarding housing size and age. In the end, national average housing type was connected to
Skagit-specific housing type by description alone as was described in the text.

5

This value uses national average household size of 2.19 pp/household for apartments and 2.78 for
houses. For future scenario modeling we use the same value (2.64) for houses and apartments which
creates a year zero error of -12.6%
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3.10

Traffic Model
3.10.1 Future Scenarios, Countywide VMT Comparison

The traffic area zones, or TAZ, discussed in Chapter 2 give geographic scale to the traffic model
futuring described in this section. A total of 17 TAZ divide the employment and population of
Skagit County into a traffic network where populations commute to employment center TAZ.
The distribution of the population within and away from employment TAZ will increase the
county total vehicle miles traveled, or VMT. Therefore, the scenarios that allow populations to
develop in the most rural, eastern TAZ (e.g. the Agriculture and Development Scenarios) would
be expected to have higher VMT values. Figure 3.10, below, shows the results of 5 different
development scenarios and compares them to the mandate of Washington State law RCW
47.01.440 Even the Ecosystem scenario, the most compact growth scenario, results in
countywide VMT value far above the mandate scenario (9283 miles per capita and 5800 miles,
respectively). Interestingly, the Preferred Scenario comes very close to the Ecosystem scenario
(within 3%) and Plan Trend VMT is only slightly above the Preferred Scenario. Not surprisingly,
the Development and Agriculture Scenarios generate the highest VMT, given the population
distribution (further from the four job centers) shown in the Introductory Section.
The traffic model assumes that the fraction of single occupancy vehicles will remain constant.
Similarly, mass transportation and number of vehicle trips are assumed to remain at their year
zero levels.
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Annual Per Capita VMT: All Scenarios
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Figure 3.10 Countywide VMT per capita data modeled from present to year 2050. The
mandate, from Washington State Law RCW 47.01.440, is considerably less than even the
Ecosystem (lowest VMT) Scenario. Urban form and compact growth has a significant effect on
VMT as is noted from the difference between the Ecosystem and Development Scenario,
however, even with compact (Ecosystem Scenario) growth the mandate will not be met. The
VMT model assumes the fraction of single occupancy vehicles and number of vehicle trips will
remain the same in the future; changes in ridership of mass transportation is not considered
in the model. All data in Appendix H.
The degree to which urban form affects VMT is one of the most critical answers sought in this
research. Figure 3.10 above, explains that in Skagit County over a 40 year period, the
divergence of the two extreme development strategies (‘Ecosystem’ and ‘Development’) create
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a difference in VMT at year 2050 of approximately 20% (9280 miles per capita and 11,250 miles,
respectively).
In a study by Bartholomew and Ewing (2009), they review 80 different futuring project studies in
major metropolitan areas and find that:
“a typical compact land use–transportation scenario could, by 2050, produce 17% fewer
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) than trend conditions at the same population and
employment levels. This probably is a conservative estimate due to substantial
shortcomings of current transportation models, which constrain scenario planning as a
tool for assessing potential futures and developing effective policy responses.”

The challenge, of course, in comparing models and urban forms is that ‘typical compact landuse’ versus ‘trend' is subjective because the metrics used to describe Skagit’s urban form are
different than the metrics used in the literature. What is urban population density? What are
the limits to area used in the calculation? Limiting to populated areas (IDUs) only allowed the
building model to arrive to a threshold density congruent with literature values. The structure
of our model using, macro-sized TAZs, are not congruent with other models and metrics Still,
in an attempt to compare our results to that of the literature, we compare our Ecosystem
(compact land use) and Plan Trend scenario and find a difference of only 6%. However, given the
bracketing of the result of Bartholomew and Ewing (17%) by our results (6% and 20%), it
appears that our model’s results are within the range of the literature. Also, the majority of the
80 futuring studies surveyed by Bartholomew and Ewing (2009) model scenarios that are more
compact than the literature’s trend scenarios. The Envision-Skagit project portrayed a more
‘middle-of-the-road’ Plan Trend with only one scenario being more compact, the Ecosystem
scenario, ranking from the number of Apartment buildings (dense development) of Figure 3.9
above.
A more precise description of the Envision-Skagit urban form would seem to be an important
metric. Perhaps a density histogram for each UGA or TAZ, would quantify the description of the
growth of each scenario allowing differentiation between them. The next step would be to
compare per capita VMT values, for each TAZ, to literature values using metrics like
commercial/residential zone mix, UGA or urban population density. Unfortunately, all theses
metrics are, by necessity, normalized by area which makes them local descriptors of local traffic.
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The traffic model of this paper is fundamentally not local with the exception of the allowed
intra-TAZ commuting. In other words, no traffic predictors exist in the literature to describe
cross-county traffic because counties are too heterogeneous.

3.10.2 Per TAZ VMT Comparison
A normalized smaller scale model output was sought to compare with urban form metrics and
literature values. The 2050 Annual VMT per capita is calculated on a per TAZ basis in Figure
3.11, below. The per TAZ values do not change between scenarios due to the fact that job
growth does not change between scenarios. Given that population is the only other variable
used in traffic model, when normalizing by population, no cross-scenario change occurs at a
given year.

Figure 3.11 Year 2050 TAZ level VMT per capita comparison, same for all scenarios. The four
job centers are labeled. The rural areas generate increasing VMT with the most rural, the
large blue TAZ on the east side of the county, generating the highest value at 52,000 VMT per
capita.
This is a fundamental drawback of the simplicity of both the traffic and employment models .
On a regional, per TAZ basis, a difference in VMT per capita of a given TAZ would be expected
between scenarios due to densification and shorter intra-TAZ distances. An interesting addition
to the model, in future research, would be to allow the centroids of population and employment
to change in time. Currently the locations of these centroids are calculated and fixed in year 0,
2010. One benefit of recalculating the population and job centroid for every TAZ, each year,
would be that as job center TAZ infill with population and employment, the centroids of both
could grow nearer. For example, the distance between the job and population centroids of
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Sedro-Woolley could decrease sufficiently enough for the VMT model to more heavily weight
intra-TAZ (inside Sedro-Woolley) commuting such that Sedro-Woolley’s VMT per capita could
decrease with compact, well-mixed development6.
Figure 3.12, below, further explores per TAZ density and VMT per capita change over a 40 year
future. Population density alone is considered by many to be a good indicator of VMT.
Bartholomew and Ewing (2009) explain that a 0.075% VMT reduction is expected for every 1%
increase in density between land-use scenarios. Kockelman (2009) finds that 125-575 annual
per capita VMT reduction is expected for every 10% increase in density. VMT per capita in our
model does not change temporally or across scenarios. In Figure 3.12 we see that the expected
negative relationship between VMT and density predicts minor changes, per TAZ, over time
(year 2050 – 2010).
Given the weakness of our model in intra-TAZ (local) traffic prediction, we offer the density
prediction of Figure 3.12 as an estimation of the model’s per TAZ error. Averaging the ‘High’
and ‘Low’ change prediction and relativizing by the per TAZ VMT yields 10%, if averaged equally
over all TAZ.

6

It is well known that well-mixed development, residential and commercial together, decreases VMT
(Bartholomew and Ewing, 2009)
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Figure 3.12 VMT per capita versus change expected from density increase (year 2050 – 2010).
The literature predicts an increase in VMT increases of between 125 miles (low in green) and
537 (high in red) from a 10% increase in population density (Kockelman, 2009). Our model
allows no change in VMT per capita, in time or between scenarios. Area normalized metrics
(e.g. population density) offer prediction of local traffic alone. Our model is strongest in its
cross-county traffic prediction. This graph is offered as a prediction of the model’s error due
to its weakness in intra-TAZ (local) traffic prediction. The average of the ‘High’ and ‘Low’
relative to the per TAZ modeled VMT yields 10%, averaging equally over all TAZ.
The model is built around concept of inter-TAZ commuting where rural inhabitants have further
to commute than local job center inhabitants. From Figure 3.4 we saw that the Ecosystem
Scenario restricts development to areas closest to job centers such that the lowest countywide
VMT are achieved. Still, the VMT mandate was far from being met. We will now look at the
GHG reduction mandate (50% reduction compared to 1990 levels relative to the transportation
sector) which will require assumptions about future vehicle fuel efficiency.
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3.10.3 Projected Gains in Fuel Efficiency
Fuel consumption, and therefore GHG, are directly related to vehicle fuel efficiency which we
expect to improve with tighter regulation and increased fuel prices in the future. Relying heavily
on the Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy Outlook (EIA, 2011), we use their
three fuel efficiency scenarios: Reference Scenario, CAFE3 Scenario , and CAFE6 Scenario.
The Reference case is “best described as the ‘current laws and regulations’ case” (EIA, 2011)
because it assumes that current laws and trends will remain the same. The Reference case does
not include the Obama administration’s new policy requiring a dramatic increase in fuel
efficiency. The new policy is currently only an “EPA Notice of intent to conduct a joint
rulemaking,” and if it becomes law, it will not be until July 2012. However, in anticipation of fuel
efficiency changes starting in 2016, is the CAFE3 scenario (corporate average fuel efficiency, 3%
annual increase in new vehicle efficiency). Shown below, in Figure 3.13 are all three scenarios
and the years in which they become relevant. The scenario ‘CAFE6’ depicts efficiency gains of
6% per year starting for new vehicles in 2016.
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Figure 3.13 From the Annual Energy Outlook (EIA, 2011). Average fuel efficiencies (miles per
gallon - mpg) for new light-duty vehicles are shown in three different scenarios. The
Reference scenario assumes that current regulations and trends continue, without considering
the Obama Administration’s push for a corporate average fuel efficiency (CAFE) of 35 mpg by
2020. The two scenarios CAFE3 and CAFE6 provide for likely future regulation requiring a 3%
per year increase in mpg, and 6%, respectively.
The fuel efficiencies (mpg) shown in Figure 3.13 explain that by year 2025 all new light-duty
vehicles will have reached their maximum expected fuel efficiencies: 59.3 mpg for CAFE6, 41.6
for CAFE3, 38.0 in the Reference case scenario. Given the average 8-year life-span for vehicles
in the U.S. (Pickrell and Schimek, 1998), the average fuel efficiency values for new light-duty
vehicles in 2025 will be the average for all light duty vehicles in 2050. The 2025 fuel efficiency
values were used for our 2050 GHG calculations.
Before discussing Table 3.7 and the drastic GHG reductions mandated by Washington State law,
we take a final look at EIA’s expectation for future carbon dioxide equivalents, or CO2e. Below,
in Figure 3.14, total transportation carbon dioxide emissions are projected in the same three
scenarios. There is a remarkable dip in both CAFE3 and CAFE6 scenarios to total carbon dioxide
levels less than those of today. In order to achieve these large gains in efficiency the projections
are assuming the sales of non-conventional vehicles (hybrid, plug-in hybrid, pure electric, and
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diesel) will rise considerably. In the Reference case, 40% of vehicles will be of this type; in the
CAFE3 scenario, 70% will be of this type and in the CAFE6 scenario, 90%.
This summary of EIA’s fuel efficiency projections is relevant as we consider Washington’s GHG
emissions law, described in the introduction, and the means to meet it. As was shown in Figure
3.10, dense development alone is not going reduce the VMT below the mandated requirement
of RCW 47.01.440. However, the GHG reduction mandate RCW 70.235.020 (requiring a 50%
reduction in GHG below 1990 levels by 2050) could be met by fuel efficiency gains. Below, we
analyze the effect of compact urban form, and fuel efficiency increases on GHG reductions in
the transportation sector (Table 3.7).

Figure 3.14 From the Annual Energy Outlook (EIA, 2011). Total transportation carbon dioxide
emissions (million metric tons) are projected three vehicle fuel efficiency ratios. In circa 2030
all on road vehicles have the same standard fuel efficiency (for scenarios CAFE3 and CAFE6)
after which point, increased the population increase alone increases emissions. In the
Reference scenario, improved fuel efficiency only flattens growth for between 2015 and 2025,
then growth occurs again.
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Table 3.7 Year 2050 GHG generation from VMT scenarios and comparison with the mandate2.
Various fuel efficiency and development scenarios are shown. None of the fuel or land-use
scenarios meet the GHG mandate. The nearest combination is Ecosystem and CAFE6 that
generate only 1.8 times larger than the maximum allowable (mandated) amount of CO2e.
Calculations are found in Appendix E.
Reference (38 mpg)
CAFE3 (42 mpg)
CAFE6 (59 mpg)
1
1
CO2e tons
Multiples
CO2e tons Multiples
CO2e tons Multiples1
Ecosystem
468,000
2.9
427,000
2.6
300,000
1.8
Preferred
483,000
3.0
441,000
2.7
309,000
1.9
Plan Trend
497,000
3.0
454,000
2.8
327,000
1.9
Agriculture
527,000
3.2
481,000
2.9
337,000
2.0
Development
567,000
3.5
518,000
3.2
363,000
2.2
1) Calculated as: (projected CO2e/mandate CO2e).
2) The ‘mandate’ refers to the 2008 law (RCW 70.235.020) that references GHG reductions to
50% of 1990 GHG levels. Calculation shown in Appendix E.

The mandated GHG reduction, applied to light-duty vehicles in Skagit County, is 163,500 tons
(Appendix E). Table 3.7 shows the results of various fuel and land-use scenarios (under column
‘CO2e tons’) and compares them to the mandate under the column called ‘Multiples’. None of
the scenarios come close to meeting the mandate; the closest combination is Ecosystem and
CAFE6, that generate only 1.8 times larger than the maximum allowable (mandated) amount of
CO2e. More than just dense development and drastic fuel efficiencies will be necessary to meet
the Washington state GHG reduction mandates applied to the transportation sector of Skagit
County. Both the GHG and VMT mandate could be met through a drastic reduction in single
occupancy vehicles (SOV) and a subsequent increase in high occupancy vehicles (HOV) and mass
transportation, though these future scenarios were not modeled here. Lastly, we should note
that the CAFE6 scenario assumes a substantial fraction of electric vehicle use, and GHGs from
electricity generation was not considered in this research.

3.10.4 Discussion - Traffic Model
The negative relationship of VMT per capita and population density , expected from the
literature, is not captured in the model. It was examined temporally (comparing 2050 to 2010)
and found to contribute approximately 10% (increase) relative to the model according to the
literature. Though important, the contribution due to density change is perhaps only valid in job
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centers where the daily commute becomes local. In rural TAZ, an increase in density would not
predict the same decrease in VMT because people still must leave the TAZ for their commute.
The inconsistency of population density as a VMT predictor is not surprising given the inherently
local nature of area normalized urban form descriptive metrics. The heterogeneity of multi-city,
county-scale, traffic networks puts them beyond the predictive capability of area normalized,
urban form descriptive metrics. Our traffic model, however, is customized to Skagit County such
that prediction of cross-county traffic is possible. On the intra-TAZ, local level, where urban
form metrics are useful, is where the model is found to be weak. An 10% under prediction by
the model is offered to correct for the weakness, though we urge caution in rural TAZ.
The literature explains that metrics such as population density and commercial/residential zone
mix predict traffic well because of their relationship with mass transportation and destinations
distances. A higher population density makes mass transportation more practical, while an
increased zone mix shortens distances to destinations. Although increased use of mass
transportation is not modeled in this research, it is interesting that the House/Apartment
density threshold, 34.18 pp/ha, used in the building model, is found in the literature (as 35
pp/ha) to be the threshold for mass transportation feasibility.
The decreased intra-TAZ commute distance due to increased zone mix is where the model fails
due to the fixed location of the population and employment centroids at year zero. As
populations and commercial (employment) zones grow within a TAZ, the intra-TAZ commute
(centroid to centroid distance) would be expected to decrease such that both the distance
weighting and the job availability weighting would promote shorter intra-TAZ driving. Capturing
the many options of short distance travel in such a conceptually simple manner, this ‘dynamic
centroids’ improvement would be interesting for future research.

3.10.5 Conclusion
The structure of the traffic model dictates that growth near the 4 job centers will decrease
vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The Ecosystem Scenario allowed for the least VMT generation
while the Development Scenario generated the most, with a difference between them of 1,969
miles per capita, or 19.2%. The metrics generated by the traffic and building model add to the
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information available to the community based research of the Envision-Skagit 2060 project.
Interestingly, the Preferred scenario chosen by the community council of the Envision-Skagit
project is only 3% different, in terms of VMT, from the low VMT (Ecosystem) scenario.
In the building model, however, the Preferred Scenario ranked 4th in dense housing
development, below the Agriculture and Plan Trend Scenarios. The same extremes existed in
both models with the Ecosystem Scenario allowing the most dense housing development and
the Development Scenario, the least. The difference between building energy GHG generation
of both extreme scenarios was only 5.9% or 38,300 tons of CO2e. For comparison, the 19.3%
difference of the traffic model computes to 65,052 tons of CO2e using (using CAFE6, 59.3 mpg).
The three fold improvement in fuel efficiency, compared to today’s value, greatly decreases the
impact of VMT reduction on GHG generation. Stil,l comparing between extreme scenarios, VMT
has the largest impact (approximately twice that of the building model) but not as large as
would have been expected looking at the differences in percent (19.3 and 5.9) and considering
the size of the total GHG inventory that transportation currently occupies (50% of the total).
With regards to meeting the future mandates of the Washington State laws, we find that the
VMT and the GHG reduction mandate cannot be met due to a compact urban form alone. Our
results show 9,283 per capita VMT in the Ecosystem Scenario versus 5,800 VMT in the mandate.
Regarding GHG reduction from the traffic model, we find that 300,000 tons of CO2e will be
generated in the best scenario (CAFE6, 59.3 mpg and Ecosystem land-use) versus the
requirement of 163,500 tons of CO2e. This allows us to conclude that the ‘technology fix,’ where
high efficiency vehicles allow us to continue our current driving habits, is not going be enough.
Although mass transportation was not modeled in this research, it would seem to be the likely
solution given our findings.
Interestingly, the 34.18 pp/ha threshold found independently in this research to divide low and
high density housing, is known in the literature (35 pp/ha) to be the point at which mass
transportation becomes viable. This provides an additional connection between the housing
and traffic models of this research. Lastly, when planning future land use development for
decreased GHG generation, we find that compact land-use development impacts traffic
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generated GHGs more than residential building GHG, and that dense housing development
alone will have little effect on GHG reduction compared to the Washington State mandate.

3.11
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The year 2008 marked the first year in the history of the world that the majority of the
population lived in cities and here in the U.S. that threshold was reached long ago. The
connotations of the migration are far reaching and not yet fully understood, but at minimum it
would seem possible to conclude that increased planning and organization among residential
lands would be possible as a community grows closer together in proximity. Although the
realization of this logic in the hearts and minds of citizens and planners alike may not be obvious
everywhere, at least in Skagit County, Washington an effort to plan for the future of their county
is taking place.
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The research of this document relied heavily on the previous community based research of the
Envision-Skagit 2060 project (Bolte and Greenberg, 2011) where community organizations,
ordinary citizens, and developers alike united to consider various future development scenarios
offered by the Envision software platform (Bolte, 2011). Over the course of several months, the
group decided on one Preferred Scenario, taking into account the competing demands of
residential parcels and agriculture, forestry, and natural ecosystem lands. The research of this
paper has taken the Envision-Skagit 2060 land-use scenarios and added the capability to project
greenhouse gasses (GHG) and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) as metrics to for future policy
consideration.
Models of traffic and residential buildings were created that output GHG and VMT metrics given
land-use information of future scenarios. The building model characterizes high and low density
buildings using Envision’s population density and a 34.18 people per hectare threshold. Applied
to the Envision-Skagit 2060 project, the model calculates a 5.9% difference in GHG generation
between the most and least dense development scenario (Ecosystem and Development
Scenario, respectively). More dense development results in apartment buildings that are
smaller in living space with shared exterior walls allowing more efficient heating and cooling
and resulting in less energy consumption.
A larger GHG impact was found between the same two extreme scenarios in the traffic model.
The traffic model uses 17 traffic area zones, or TAZ to divide population and employment areas.
The model is structured around a daily commute where residents that live closer to job centers
will commute a lesser distance. The Ecosystem Scenario, therefore provides for people living
closest to the job centers while the dispersed development pattern of the Development
Scenario generates the most VMT. The difference between the two scenarios is significant at
19% VMT, providing justification for compact land-use planning.
The credibility of the model is best judged by a comparison of the countywide VMT value,
calculated at year zero (2010), with the county specific Highway Performance Monitoring
System. The error was found to be 0.87% although we must caution that our model
methodology is not common in the literature (no similar models were found) and has been
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tested only once, in our research, on Skagit County. Attempts were made to quantify the error
of the model at a more micro (TAZ) scale both at year zero and future times, though this was
found difficult due to the lack of any smaller scale VMT data to directly compare to. Indirect
comparisons were tried through relationships found in the literature that use predictor metrics
such as population density and commercial/residential zone mix to predict VMT. In these
analysis it was discovered that the model is likely not responding enough to changes within the
TAZ and the resulting intra-TAZ commute.
Inter-TAZ, cross-county commutes are captured well by the structure of the model, which
incidentally, are not captured at all by area-normalized traffic predictor metrics. Population
density, for example, relies heavily on the area over which it is calculated. Urban population
density, is common within the literature, and is understood to include (generally) parcel level
data with non-zero populations. More relevant to our model, however, are suburban, TAZ, and
county densities. At these scales, expanses of non-populated area can drastically change
density values such that prediction of VMT from the density metric alone becomes extremely
limited. Our traffic model does not rely on these normalized traffic predictor metrics.
The metrics function well when predicting local (intra-TAZ) traffic as affected by local
destination proximity. Our model captures intra-TAZ commuting with limited success. The
spatial position of population and employment, within each TAZ, is capture in a zero year
calculated centroid position. Although populations are allowed to commute from their centroid
to employment centroids within the same TAZ, the decision probability to do so, is temporally
dynamic only with respect to changes in the number of people and jobs. Distance is taken into
account to calculate the probability, but the distance is not recalculated at each time step. An
improvement of our model would allow the population and employment centroids to migrate in
time to better reflect changing land-use. The TAZ of the population center of Burlington, for
example, may be expected to fill completely with people and commercial (employment) zones
by year 2050. We would expect the population’s commute to largely stay within the TAZ,
decreasing VMT. Additionally, if the new development was well mixed, the commute distance
would be expected to drop dramatically. The intra-TAZ distance change (the zone mixing factor)
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is not captured currently by the model, but future research could include this feature to improve
the model with little increased complexity.
As the model currently stands, it is a novel approach to modeling traffic, and the first attempt at
an Envision software compatible traffic model plug-in. The goal of the project was to calculate
future GHG generation by vehicles and residential buildings as characterized by land-use
scenario. Calculating GHG from VMT requires a projection of future fuel efficiency values (miles
per gallon, mpg). The U.S. Energy Information Administration provides three possible future
scenarios (EIA, 2011). The Reference Scenario is the base line mpg scenario as it does not
account for the likely efficiency improvements recently proposed by the Obama Administration
and the EPA. The Reference scenario predicts 38.0 mpg as the corporate average fuel efficiency
(CAFE) for all new vehicles by 2025; the CAFE3 scenario projects 41.6 mpg, and the CAFE6
projects 59.3 mpg.
Using these fuel efficiency values we calculate GHG at year 2050 and compare them to the
building model and to Washington State mandate (RCW 70.235.020) which requires a reduction
in GHGs to 50% of 1990 levels. We find that the mandate cannot met and that even the lowest
GHG generating scenario combination (Ecosystem land use scenario and CAFE6 fuel efficiency
scenario) generate 1.8 times more GHGs than allowed by the mandate. Also interesting, is the
comparison of VMT with another Washington State mandate (RCW 47.01.440) that requires a
50% reduction from current levels by 2050. The traffic model predicts a failure to meet this
mandate by a wide margin (9283 VMT per capita in the least generating, Ecosystem Scenario
versus 5800 VMT maximum allowable by the mandate).
In order to compare the building model and the traffic model, and the effect of different landuse scenarios on them, we look at the GHGs produced by both models at year 2050 in the two
extreme scenarios – Ecosystem Scenario for compact land use development and Development
Scenario for dispersed land-use development. The building model predicts a difference of 5.9%
in GHG or 38,300 tons CO2e, while the traffic model predicts 19% difference or 38,300 tons
CO2e. Although the GHG impact of compact development is greater in the transportation model
it is not as comparatively large as would have been expected. This is due to the use of the
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CAFE6 (59.3 mpg) to calculate GHG. If a value closer to today’s 20 mpg would have been used,
an even larger impact would be seen.
In both models it should be understood that a ‘standard of living’ equal to that of today, was
assumed. This pertains to housing size, and heating and cooling, as well as vehicle use. The
traffic model assumes all commuters continue to use all modes of transit in the same fractions
as today: 77.4% use single occupancy vehicles, 12.6% use high occupancy vehicles, 1.0% mass
transit, 4.6% walk or bike, and 4.4% work at home. Increased use of mass transportation was
not modeled in this research. However, given our findings that neither of the Washington State
mandates can be met (GHG or VMT), we recommend mass transportation as a possible solution.
In any case, our most important finding is that land-use form is important in the reduction of
GHGs with the most effect occurring in VMT reduction with compact land-use scenarios.
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Appendix A – Converting NHTS_T data to 7-day per week travel, with Commercial Travel
Inclusion using Southworth et al, (2009).

Figure A. 1 The 17 TAZ of the traffic model are shown in heavy dark lines and the 97 TAZ from
the NHTS data are shown as lighter lines.
The 97 TAZ of NHTS Tranferability study (NHTS_T) data was used only to create the geographic
boundaries of the 17 TAZ of this study, in figure above, and to compare their county-wide VMT
total to our model. This comparison was done with the proceedure and data shown below.
To convert 5-day per week travel to 7-day per week we use Table 29, page 51 of Hu et al. (2007).
The average weekday person miles travel (PMT) is 42.31 miles and the average weekend PMT is
39.41. Therefore the fraction 42.31/39.41 becomes the conversion from 5-day to 7-day travel.
Using the ratio of Southworth et al (2009), as discussed in the text, allows us to encompass
commercial traffic also.
Finally, we convert from 2001 to 2010 traffic volume by the population change proportionality
(115,270/104,548).
Table A.1, below shows the data from the NHTS_T for each of the NHTS_T 97 TAZ. Only the last
column, in blue, shows calculated data for this study.
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Table A.1 Original TAZ from NHTS.

NHTS TransferabilityTAZ

Daily VMT per
House-hold
(HHS)

Daily
VMT_Total per
TAZ (2001)

HHS

Annual
VMT_Total per
TAZ (2010)
(billion)

1

53057000037

66.12

1728

114251.21

0.0556

2

53057000038

71.36

182

12987.30

0.0063

3

53057000033

71.68

96

6881.42

0.0034

4

53057000036

71.70

274

19644.57

0.0096

5

53057000009

48.60

668

32467.27

0.0158

6

53057000013

62.65

218

13657.29

0.0067

7

53057000011

62.65

1305

81755.77

0.0398

8

53057000008

50.72

272

13796.03

0.0067

9

53057000001

53.24

292

15547.28

0.0076

10

53057000092

77.02

583

44900.09

0.0219

11

53057000041

66.31

275

18236.19

0.0089

12

53057000040

66.31

132

8753.37

0.0043

13

53057000039

71.36

611

43600.23

0.0212

14

53057000034

71.70

332

23802.91

0.0116

15

53057000032

71.70

144

10324.15

0.0050

16

53057000035

71.70

157

11256.19

0.0055

17

53057000095

77.02

161

12399.51

0.0060

18

53057000097

77.02

83

6392.29

0.0031

19

53057000070

67.36

199

13404.10

0.0065

20

53057000090

64.34

258

16598.61

0.0081

21

53057000096

77.02

76

5853.19

0.0029

22

53057000094

77.02

140

10782.18

0.0053

23

53057000093

77.02

131

10089.04

0.0049

24

53057000064

62.63

817

51168.14

0.0249

25

53057000071

67.44

502

33855.53

0.0165

26

53057000065

62.63

181

11335.90

0.0055

27

53057000088

64.34

245

15762.25

0.0077

28

53057000089

64.34

297

19107.70

0.0093

29

53057000069

67.44

192

12948.73

0.0063

30

53057000066

62.63

351

21982.88

0.0107

31

53057000072

49.76

81

4030.58

0.0020

32

53057000087

45.31

558

25280.30

0.0123

33

53057000082

56.81

669

38003.48

0.0185
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34

53057000086

45.31

59

2673.01

0.0013

35

53057000085

45.31

532

24102.37

0.0117

36

53057000091

64.34

438

28179.04

0.0137

37

53057000081

56.81

870

49421.57

0.0241

38

53057000083

56.81

858

48739.89

0.0237

39

53057000079

56.00

370

20719.08

0.0101

40

53057000080

56.00

874

48941.82

0.0238

41

53057000073

49.76

628

31249.41

0.0152

42

53057000074

49.76

658

32742.21

0.0159

43

53057000060

50.88

176

8954.40

0.0044

44

53057000061

50.88

167

8496.51

0.0041

45

53057000059

50.88

69

3510.53

0.0017

46

53057000077

56.00

946

52973.64

0.0258

47

53057000075

56.00

322

18031.20

0.0088

48

53057000076

56.00

519

29062.70

0.0142

49

53057000063

50.88

546

27779.01

0.0135

50

53057000062

50.88

336

17094.77

0.0083

51

53057000053

65.12

114

7423.69

0.0036

52

53057000056

65.12

418

27220.20

0.0133

53

53057000055

65.12

331

21554.75

0.0105

54

53057000057

58.52

708

41429.89

0.0202

55

53057000058

58.52

399

23348.20

0.0114

56

53057000078

56.00

612

34270.47

0.0167

57

53057000084

56.81

759

43116.06

0.0210

58

53057000049

55.30

245

13548.11

0.0066

59

53057000043

53.95

254

13702.82

0.0067

60

53057000044

53.95

583

31451.74

0.0153

61

53057000045

53.95

123

6635.62

0.0032

62

53057000042

66.31

275

18236.19

0.0089

63

53057000046

53.95

496

26758.26

0.0130

64

53057000025

73.04

403

29436.45

0.0143

65

53057000024

73.04

436

31846.88

0.0155

66

53057000026

73.04

602

43972.07

0.0214

67

53057000027

73.43

286

21001.72

0.0102

68

53057000050

55.30

284

15704.75

0.0076

69

53057000054

65.12

452

29434.29

0.0143

70

53057000029

73.43

62

4552.82

0.0022

71

53057000048

55.30

539

29805.84

0.0145

72

53057000052

55.30

896

49547.37

0.0241

73

53057000028

73.43

225

16522.34

0.0080

79

74

53057000047

55.30

621

34340.31

0.0167

75

53057000051

55.30

301

16644.82

0.0081

76

53057000031

73.43

252

18505.02

0.0090

77

53057000030

73.43

454

33338.40

0.0162

78

53057000015

46.90

490

22980.71

0.0112

79

53057000017

41.09

350

14381.36

0.0070

80

53057000016

46.90

184

8629.49

0.0042

81

53057000019

41.09

322

13230.85

0.0064

82

53057000020

43.67

535

23361.79

0.0114

83

53057000007

55.57

739

41068.96

0.0200

84

53057000021

43.67

495

21615.12

0.0105

85

53057000018

41.09

63

2588.64

0.0013

86

53057000022

73.04

227

16580.83

0.0081

87

53057000023

73.04

382

27902.54

0.0136

88

53057000005

55.57

236

13115.39

0.0064

89

53057000006

55.57

351

19506.37

0.0095

90

53057000010

62.65

120

7517.77

0.0037

91

53057000012

62.65

301

18857.08

0.0092

92

53057000004

55.57

317

17616.86

0.0086

93

53057000067

50.73

1110

56308.97

0.0274

94

53057000003

55.03

181

9960.99

0.0049

95

53057000002

53.19

48

2553.20

0.0012

96

53057000068

67.44

372

25088.16

0.0122

97

53057000014

62.65

321

20110.04

0.0098

2,299,851

1.1202

County sum total (97 TAZ):

Appendix B - Traffic Model Code (XML)

Table B.1 Abreviations and Descriptions of the 17 traffic model TAZ.
Name
Burlington
Fidalgo Is.
Mt. Vernon
Sedro-Woolley
Hamilton
Lyman
Samish
Swinomish
a region only
a region only
a region only
Conway
Alger
Bayview
La Conner
Big Lake

Abreviation
Bur
Fid
MtV
SW
Ham
Lyman
Samish
Swin
N_SR-9
SR20E_ME
SR20E_FE
Conway
Alger
Bayview
R_LaConn
BigLake

Description
Job Center (1 of 4). A population center also
Job Center (2 of 4). A population center also. The town of Anacortes is within this area.
Job Center (3 of 4). A population center also.
Job Center (4 of 4). A population center also.
Rural town along Hwy 20 East.
Rural town along Hwy 20 East.
Area including Samish Island (pinninsula)
Reservation, East of Anacortes
North of Sedro-Woolley, on hwy SR-9
Area along SR20E, “middle east”
Area along SR20E, “far east”
Rural town south of Mt. Vernon
Rural town north of Burlington
Rural region west of Burlington
A rural town near the Reservation
A rural area southeast of Mt. Vernon.

The first section of the xml code takes user inputs for the contants of the model. Throughout the code the green lettering and text
boxes represent comments, not code, for the sake of the reader.
<const name="Fraction_SOV" value="0.5" />
<const name="Fraction_HOV" value="0.25" />

<!—- single ocupancy vehicle-->
<!—- high ocupancy vehicle->
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<const
<const
<const
<const
<const

name="Fraction_Transit" value="0.2" />
name="Fraction_NonMotorized" value="0.046" />
name="Fraction_WorkAtHome" value="0.044" />
name="MPG" value="23.0" />
name="WorkingPop" value=".626" />

<!—<!—<!—<!—<!—-

mass Transit-->
walk or bike -->
work at home -->
miles per gallon -->
working population -->

Below, “BurJobs” is a variable representing Jobs in the town of Burlington (1 of 4 job centers). Of the 17 traffic area zones (TAZ), the variable
“TAZ_ID=1” represents Burlington as a geographic area. The TAZ spatial reprentation allows all jobs within this area to be found through
the “query” command. Variable type, “sum” sums all jobs within the Burlington TAZ together. Finally, the “value” text computes

employment from employment density (EMPLOYMENT is in jobs/acre, AREA is in sq ft, and there are 43560 sq ft/acre). The last
line of the code below sums all the jobs of the job centers together in the variable “Total_Jobs_4_centers.”
<!-- Sec. A - Job Centers, # of Jobs -->
<!-- EMPLOYMENT in (Jobs/acre), AREA in (sq ft), 43560 sq ft/acre -->
<var name="BurJobs" query="TAZ_ID=1" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
<var name="FidJobs" query="TAZ_ID=2" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
<var name="MtVJobs" query="TAZ_ID=3" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
<var name="SWJobs" query="TAZ_ID=4" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
<!--Total jobs, just FYI, not used in code below -->
<var name="Total_Jobs_4_centers" type="global" value="BurJobs+FidJobs+MtVJobs+SWJobs" />

Below, In the last block of Section A, all TAZ are queried for jobs that may be contained in them. As shown below, this was done

only to understand the error that is associated with the model, as jobs in these rural areas are not in the scope of the model.

<!-- Sec. A - All possible TAZ queried, # of Jobs.
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<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var

name="HamJobs" query="TAZ_ID=5" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="LymanJobs" query="TAZ_ID=6" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="SamishJobs" query="TAZ_ID=7" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="SwinJobs" query="TAZ_ID=8" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="N_SR9Jobs" query="TAZ_ID=9" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="SR20E_MEJobs" query="TAZ_ID=10" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="SR20E_FEJobs" query="TAZ_ID=11" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="ConwayJobs" query="TAZ_ID=12" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="AlgerJobs" query="TAZ_ID=13" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="BayviewJobs" query="TAZ_ID=14" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="R_LaConnJobs" query="TAZ_ID=15" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="BigLakeJobs" query="TAZ_ID=16" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />
name="S_SR9Jobs" query="TAZ_ID=17" type="sum" value="EMPLOYMENT*AREA/43560" />

Below, the totals are found from the queries above. Ultimately, a “JobsNotInModel_fraction” is computed as an error metric.
<var name="Total_Jobs_allTAZ" type="global" value="BurJobs+FidJobs+MtVJobs+SWJobs+HamJobs+LymanJobs
+SamishJobs+SwinJobs+N_SR9Jobs+SR20E_MEJobs+SR20E_FEJobs+ConwayJobs+AlgerJobs+BayviewJobs+R_LaConnJobs+
BigLakeJobs+S_SR9Jobs" />
<var name="JobsNotInModel_fraction" type="global" value="1-Total_Jobs_4_centers/Total_Jobs_allTAZ" output ="1"/>
<!-<var
<var
<var
<var

Sec. B - Job Centers, Working Population -->
name="BurWPop" query="TAZ_ID=1" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
name="FidWPop" query="TAZ_ID=2" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
name="MtVWPop" query="TAZ_ID=3" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
name="SW_WPop" query="TAZ_ID=4" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />

<!-<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var

Sec. B - Towns and Rural Area Working Populations -->
name="HamWPop" query="TAZ_ID=5" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
name="LymanWPop" query="TAZ_ID=6" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
Like with the
name="SamishWPop" query="TAZ_ID=7" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2"/>
employement spatial
name="SwinWPop" query="TAZ_ID=8" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
query, TAZ_ID is used.
name="N_SR9_WPop" query="TAZ_ID=9" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
name="SR20E_ME_WPop" query="TAZ_ID=10" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
name="SR20E_FE_WPop" query="TAZ_ID=11" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
name="ConwayWPop" query="TAZ_ID=12" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
name="AlgerWPop" query="TAZ_ID=13" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />

At Left, in Section B, the

populations of each TAZ
are queried and
summed, for both job
centers and rural areas
TAZ.
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<var
<var
<var
<var

name="BayviewWPop" query="TAZ_ID=14" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
name="R_LaConnWPop" query="TAZ_ID=15" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
name="BigLakeWPop" query="TAZ_ID=16" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />
name="S_SR9_WPop" query="TAZ_ID=17" type="sum" value="WorkingPop*POPDENS*AREA_M2" />

<!-- Sec. B - CONSTANTS: Distances Job Center to Job Center (feet) -->
<const name="Bur_toBur" value="5454"/>
<const name="SW_toBur" value="33931"/>
<const name="MtV_toBur" value="22817"/>
<const name="Fid_toBur" value="88617"/>
<const name="SW_toSW" value="6807"/>
<const name="MtV_toSW" value="47712"/>
<const name="Fid_toSW" value="111637"/>
<const name="MtV_toMtV" value="7876"/>
At Left, commute distances are
<const name="Fid_toMtV" value="85947"/>
assigned. These were found using
<const name="Fid_toFid" value="7617"/>
the System Analysit tool, of ArcGIS,
<!-- Sec. B - Likewise, the reverse is the same distance-->
to obtain a realistic route, instead
<var name="Bur_toSW" value="SW_toBur"/>
of euclidean distance.
<var name="Bur_toMtV" value="MtV_toBur"/>
<var name="Bur_toFid" value="Fid_toBur"/>
<var name="SW_toMtV" value="MtV_toSW"/>
Commuting occurs from job center
<var name="SW_toFid" value="Fid_toSW"/>
to job center AND from rural areas
<var name="MtV_toFid" value="Fid_toMtV"/>
to job center
<!-- Sec. B - CONSTANTS: DISTANCES (feet) Towns/Rural Areas to Job Centers -->
<const name="N_SR9_toBur" value="44509"/>
<const name="N_SR9_toSW" value="18745"/>
<const name="N_SR9_toMtV" value="63338"/>
<const name="N_SR9_toFid" value="134665"/>
<const
<const
<const
<const

name="SR20E_ME_toBur" value="54429"/>
name="SR20E_ME_toSW" value="28149"/>
name="SR20E_ME_toMtV" value="72462"/>
name="SR20E_ME_toFid" value="140463"/>

<const name="SR20E_FE_toBur" value="169747"/>
<const name="SR20E_FE_toSW" value="143497"/>
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<const name="SR20E_FE_toMtV" value="182351"/>
<const name="SR20E_FE_toFid" value="254382"/>
<const
<const
<const
<const

name="Conway_toBur" value="46712"/>
name="Conway_toSW" value="74106"/>
name="Conway_toMtV" value="28793"/>
name="Conway_toFid" value="115122"/>

<const
<const
<const
<const

name="Alger_toBur" value="39002"/>
name="Alger_toSW" value="47362"/>
name="Alger_toMtV" value="56820"/>
name="Alger_toFid" value="112707"/>

<const
<const
<const
<const

name="Bayview_toBur" value="57491"/>
name="Bayview_toSW" value="69578"/>
name="Bayview_toMtV" value="75628"/>
name="Bayview_toFid" value="93140"/>

<const
<const
<const
<const

name="R_LaConn_toBur" value="47471"/>
name="R_LaConn_toSW" value="71249"/>
name="R_LaConn_toMtV" value="33150"/>
name="R_LaConn_toFid" value="74426"/>

<const
<const
<const
<const

name="BigLake_toBur" value="43097"/>
name="BigLake_toSW" value="45899"/>
name="BigLake_toMtV" value="31987"/>
name="BigLake_toFid" value="116441"/>

<const
<const
<const
<const

name="S_SR9_toBur" value="39297"/>
name="S_SR9_toSW" value="17639"/>
name="S_SR9_toMtV" value="37399"/>
name="S_SR9_toFid" value="116712"/>

<const
<const
<const
<const

name="Ham_toBur" value="94977"/>
name="Ham_toSW" value="67842"/>
name="Ham_toMtV" value="112657"/>
name="Ham_toFid" value="180395"/>
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<const
<const
<const
<const

name="Lyman_toBur" value="77391"/>
name="Lyman_toSW" value="50438"/>
name="Lyman_toMtV" value="95485"/>
name="Lyman_toFid" value="163714"/>

<const
<const
<const
<const

name="Samish_toBur" value="57762"/>
name="Samish_toSW" value="69535"/>
name="Samish_toMtV" value="75699"/>
name="Samish_toFid" value="92270"/>

<const
<const
<const
<const

name="Swin_toBur" value="74379"/>
name="Swin_toSW" value="98297"/>
name="Swin_toMtV" value="60230"/>
name="Swin_toFid" value="57240"/>

<!-- Sec. C - Weightings of Job Centers to Job Centers traffic -->

Below, the weightings are calculated, which ultimately decide where the population commutes to. In the first block, job availability

(fraction) weighting is calculated for each job center.

<!--Weightings, Job Availability Only -->
<var name="W_j_FidJobs" type="global" value="FidJobs/(FidJobs+BurJobs+MtVJobs+SWJobs)"/>
<var name="W_j_BurJobs" type="global" value="BurJobs/(FidJobs+BurJobs+MtVJobs+SWJobs)" />
<var name="W_j_MtVJobs" type="global" value="MtVJobs/(FidJobs+BurJobs+MtVJobs+SWJobs)"/>
<var name="W_j_SWJobs" type="global" value="SWJobs/(FidJobs+BurJobs+MtVJobs+SWJobs)"/>
<!-<var
<var
<var
<var

Sec. C - Weightings, Job Availabilty x Distance^-1 (For Job Centers to Job Center commuting only)
name="W_jdi_Bur_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*Bur_toBur^-1" />
name="W_jdi_SW_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*SW_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_MtV_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*MtV_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Fid_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*Fid_toBur^-1"/>

<var name="W_jdi_Bur_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Bur_toSW^-1"/>

RAW -->
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<var name="W_jdi_SW_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*SW_toSW^-1"/>
<var name="W_jdi_MtV_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*MtV_toSW^-1"/>
<var name="W_jdi_Fid_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Fid_toSW^-1"/>
<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_Bur_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*Bur_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_SW_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*SW_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_MtV_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*MtV_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Fid_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*Fid_toMtV^-1"/>

<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_Bur_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_FidJobs*Bur_toFid^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_SW_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_FidJobs*SW_toFid^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_MtV_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_FidJobs*MtV_toFid^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Fid_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_FidJobs*Fid_toFid^-1"/>

At left, “W_jdi_x” which
signifies “weighting, job,
distance, between two places”
The computation multiplies the
jobs availability weighting
(W_j_x) and the inverse of the
distance. The inverse forces
more distant places to have
smaller numbers.

<!-- Sec. C - Weightings, Job Availabilty x Distance^-1
NORMALIZED -->
<!--denominator calculations first... -->
<var name="DenominatorBur" type="global" value="W_jdi_Bur_toBur+W_jdi_Bur_toSW+W_jdi_Bur_toMtV+W_jdi_Bur_toFid"/>
<var name="DenominatorSW" type="global" value="W_jdi_SW_toBur+W_jdi_SW_toSW+W_jdi_SW_toMtV+W_jdi_SW_toFid"/>
<var name="DenominatorMtV" type="global" value="W_jdi_MtV_toBur+W_jdi_MtV_toSW+W_jdi_MtV_toMtV+W_jdi_MtV_toFid"/>
<var name="DenominatorFid" type="global" value="W_jdi_Fid_toBur+W_jdi_Fid_toSW+W_jdi_Fid_toMtV+W_jdi_Fid_toFid"/>
<!-<var
<var
<var
<var

Sec. C - Then Normalization... -->
name="W_jdn_Bur_toBur" type="global" value="W_jdi_Bur_toBur/DenominatorBur"/>
name="W_jdn_SW_toBur" type="global" value="W_jdi_SW_toBur/DenominatorSW"/>
name="W_jdn_MtV_toBur" type="global" value="W_jdi_MtV_toBur/DenominatorMtV"/>
name="W_jdn_Fid_toBur" type="global" value="W_jdi_Fid_toBur/DenominatorFid"/>

<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdn_Bur_toSW" type="global" value="W_jdi_Bur_toSW/DenominatorBur"/>
name="W_jdn_SW_toSW" type="global" value="W_jdi_SW_toSW/DenominatorSW"/>
name="W_jdn_MtV_toSW" type="global" value="W_jdi_MtV_toSW/DenominatorMtV"/>
name="W_jdn_Fid_toSW" type="global" value="W_jdi_Fid_toSW/DenominatorFid"/>

<var
<var
<var
<var

At left, the weightings are
normalized such that all
possible destinations (the 4 job
centers), from any given
population center (17 TAZ),
sum to one.

The blocks of four lines
calculate the variable
“W_jdn_placeX_toJobcenter
Y" Which means “weighting,
name="W_jdn_Bur_toMtV" type="global" value="W_jdi_Bur_toMtV/DenominatorBur"/> distance, normalized, from
name="W_jdn_SW_toMtV" type="global" value="W_jdi_SW_toMtV/DenominatorSW"/>
population center X to job
name="W_jdn_MtV_toMtV" type="global" value="W_jdi_MtV_toMtV/DenominatorMtV"/>
name="W_jdn_Fid_toMtV" type="global" value="W_jdi_Fid_toMtV/DenominatorFid"/> center Y”

<var name="W_jdn_Bur_toFid" type="global" value="W_jdi_Bur_toFid/DenominatorBur"/>
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<var name="W_jdn_SW_toFid" type="global" value="W_jdi_SW_toFid/DenominatorSW"/>
<var name="W_jdn_MtV_toFid" type="global" value="W_jdi_MtV_toFid/DenominatorMtV"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Fid_toFid" type="global" value="W_jdi_Fid_toFid/DenominatorFid"/>

<!-- Sec. C - Weightings of Non-Job Centers traffic, new distances combined with same Job availabilty above -->
<!--JOB AVAILABILITY x DISTANCES^-1 Towns/Rural Areas to Job Centers -->
<var name="W_jdi_N_SR9_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*N_SR9_toBur^-1"/>
<var name="W_jdi_N_SR9_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*N_SR9_toSW^-1"/>
<var name="W_jdi_N_SR9_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*N_SR9_toMtV^-1"/>
<var name="W_jdi_N_SR9_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*N_SR9_toFid^-1"/>
<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*SR20E_ME_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*SR20E_ME_toSW^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*SR20E_ME_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*SR20E_ME_toFid^-1"/>

<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*SR20E_FE_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*SR20E_FE_toSW^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*SR20E_FE_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*SR20E_FE_toFid^-1"/>

<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_Conway_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*Conway_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Conway_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Conway_toSW^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Conway_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*Conway_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Conway_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Conway_toFid^-1"/> At left, the same exact process,

<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_Alger_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*Alger_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Alger_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Alger_toSW^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Alger_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*Alger_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Alger_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Alger_toFid^-1"/>

<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_Bayview_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*Bayview_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Bayview_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Bayview_toSW^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Bayview_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*Bayview_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Bayview_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Bayview_toFid^-1"/>

as above (for job center to job
center traffic), is done here
(rural zones to job center
zones).

<var name="W_jdi_R_LaConn_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*R_LaConn_toBur^-1"/>
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<var name="W_jdi_R_LaConn_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*R_LaConn_toSW^-1"/>
<var name="W_jdi_R_LaConn_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*R_LaConn_toMtV^-1"/>
<var name="W_jdi_R_LaConn_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*R_LaConn_toFid^-1"/>
<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_BigLake_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*BigLake_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_BigLake_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*BigLake_toSW^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_BigLake_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*BigLake_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_BigLake_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*BigLake_toFid^-1"/>

<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_S_SR9_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*S_SR9_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_S_SR9_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*S_SR9_toSW^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_S_SR9_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*S_SR9_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_S_SR9_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*S_SR9_toFid^-1"/>

<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_Ham_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*Ham_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Ham_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Ham_toSW^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Ham_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*Ham_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Ham_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Ham_toFid^-1"/>

<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_Lyman_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*Lyman_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Lyman_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Lyman_toSW^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Lyman_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*Lyman_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Lyman_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Lyman_toFid^-1"/>

<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_Samish_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*Samish_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Samish_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Samish_toSW^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Samish_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*Samish_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Samish_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Samish_toFid^-1"/>

<var
<var
<var
<var

name="W_jdi_Swin_toBur" type="global" value="W_j_BurJobs*Swin_toBur^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Swin_toSW" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Swin_toSW^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Swin_toMtV" type="global" value="W_j_MtVJobs*Swin_toMtV^-1"/>
name="W_jdi_Swin_toFid" type="global" value="W_j_SWJobs*Swin_toFid^-1"/>

<!-- Sec. C - Then Normalization (still Rural areas to Job Centers)... -->
<var name="W_jdn_N_SR9_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_N_SR9_toBur/(W_jdi_N_SR9_toBur+W_jdi_N_SR9_toSW+W_jdi_N_SR9_toMtV+W_jdi_N_SR9_toFid)"/>
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<var name="W_jdn_N_SR9_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_N_SR9_toSW/(W_jdi_N_SR9_toBur+W_jdi_N_SR9_toSW+W_jdi_N_SR9_toMtV+W_jdi_N_SR9_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_N_SR9_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_N_SR9_toMtV/(W_jdi_N_SR9_toBur+W_jdi_N_SR9_toSW+W_jdi_N_SR9_toMtV+W_jdi_N_SR9_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_N_SR9_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_N_SR9_toFid/(W_jdi_N_SR9_toBur+W_jdi_N_SR9_toSW+W_jdi_N_SR9_toMtV+W_jdi_N_SR9_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_SR20E_ME_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toBur/(W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toBur+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toSW+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toMtV+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_SR20E_ME_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toSW/(W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toBur+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toSW+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toMtV+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_SR20E_ME_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toMtV/(W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toBur+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toSW+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toMtV+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_SR20E_ME_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toFid/(W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toBur+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toSW+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toMtV+W_jdi_SR20E_ME_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_SR20E_FE_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toBur/(W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toBur+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toSW+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toMtV+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_SR20E_FE_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toSW/(W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toBur+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toSW+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toMtV+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_SR20E_FE_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toMtV/(W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toBur+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toSW+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toMtV+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_SR20E_FE_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toFid/(W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toBur+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toSW+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toMtV+W_jdi_SR20E_FE_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Conway_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Conway_toBur/(W_jdi_Conway_toBur+W_jdi_Conway_toSW+W_jdi_Conway_toMtV+W_jdi_Conway_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Conway_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Conway_toSW/(W_jdi_Conway_toBur+W_jdi_Conway_toSW+W_jdi_Conway_toMtV+W_jdi_Conway_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Conway_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Conway_toMtV/(W_jdi_Conway_toBur+W_jdi_Conway_toSW+W_jdi_Conway_toMtV+W_jdi_Conway_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Conway_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Conway_toFid/(W_jdi_Conway_toBur+W_jdi_Conway_toSW+W_jdi_Conway_toMtV+W_jdi_Conway_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Alger_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Alger_toBur/(W_jdi_Alger_toBur+W_jdi_Alger_toSW+W_jdi_Alger_toMtV+W_jdi_Alger_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Alger_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Alger_toSW/(W_jdi_Alger_toBur+W_jdi_Alger_toSW+W_jdi_Alger_toMtV+W_jdi_Alger_toFid)"/>
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<var name="W_jdn_Alger_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Alger_toMtV/(W_jdi_Alger_toBur+W_jdi_Alger_toSW+W_jdi_Alger_toMtV+W_jdi_Alger_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Alger_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Alger_toFid/(W_jdi_Alger_toBur+W_jdi_Alger_toSW+W_jdi_Alger_toMtV+W_jdi_Alger_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Bayview_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Bayview_toBur/(W_jdi_Bayview_toBur+W_jdi_Bayview_toSW+W_jdi_Bayview_toMtV+W_jdi_Bayview_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Bayview_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Bayview_toSW/(W_jdi_Bayview_toBur+W_jdi_Bayview_toSW+W_jdi_Bayview_toMtV+W_jdi_Bayview_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Bayview_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Bayview_toMtV/(W_jdi_Bayview_toBur+W_jdi_Bayview_toSW+W_jdi_Bayview_toMtV+W_jdi_Bayview_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Bayview_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Bayview_toFid/(W_jdi_Bayview_toBur+W_jdi_Bayview_toSW+W_jdi_Bayview_toMtV+W_jdi_Bayview_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_R_LaConn_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_R_LaConn_toBur/(W_jdi_R_LaConn_toBur+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toSW+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toMtV+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_R_LaConn_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_R_LaConn_toSW/(W_jdi_R_LaConn_toBur+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toSW+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toMtV+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_R_LaConn_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_R_LaConn_toMtV/(W_jdi_R_LaConn_toBur+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toSW+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toMtV+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_R_LaConn_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_R_LaConn_toFid/(W_jdi_R_LaConn_toBur+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toSW+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toMtV+W_jdi_R_LaConn_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_BigLake_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_BigLake_toBur/(W_jdi_BigLake_toBur+W_jdi_BigLake_toSW+W_jdi_BigLake_toMtV+W_jdi_BigLake_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_BigLake_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_BigLake_toSW/(W_jdi_BigLake_toBur+W_jdi_BigLake_toSW+W_jdi_BigLake_toMtV+W_jdi_BigLake_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_BigLake_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_BigLake_toMtV/(W_jdi_BigLake_toBur+W_jdi_BigLake_toSW+W_jdi_BigLake_toMtV+W_jdi_BigLake_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_BigLake_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_BigLake_toFid/(W_jdi_BigLake_toBur+W_jdi_BigLake_toSW+W_jdi_BigLake_toMtV+W_jdi_BigLake_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_S_SR9_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_S_SR9_toBur/(W_jdi_S_SR9_toBur+W_jdi_S_SR9_toSW+W_jdi_S_SR9_toMtV+W_jdi_S_SR9_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_S_SR9_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_S_SR9_toSW/(W_jdi_S_SR9_toBur+W_jdi_S_SR9_toSW+W_jdi_S_SR9_toMtV+W_jdi_S_SR9_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_S_SR9_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_S_SR9_toMtV/(W_jdi_S_SR9_toBur+W_jdi_S_SR9_toSW+W_jdi_S_SR9_toMtV+W_jdi_S_SR9_toFid)"/>
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<var name="W_jdn_S_SR9_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_S_SR9_toFid/(W_jdi_S_SR9_toBur+W_jdi_S_SR9_toSW+W_jdi_S_SR9_toMtV+W_jdi_S_SR9_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Ham_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Ham_toBur/(W_jdi_Ham_toBur+W_jdi_Ham_toSW+W_jdi_Ham_toMtV+W_jdi_Ham_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Ham_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Ham_toSW/(W_jdi_Ham_toBur+W_jdi_Ham_toSW+W_jdi_Ham_toMtV+W_jdi_Ham_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Ham_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Ham_toMtV/(W_jdi_Ham_toBur+W_jdi_Ham_toSW+W_jdi_Ham_toMtV+W_jdi_Ham_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Ham_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Ham_toFid/(W_jdi_Ham_toBur+W_jdi_Ham_toSW+W_jdi_Ham_toMtV+W_jdi_Ham_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Lyman_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Lyman_toBur/(W_jdi_Lyman_toBur+W_jdi_Lyman_toSW+W_jdi_Lyman_toMtV+W_jdi_Lyman_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Lyman_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Lyman_toSW/(W_jdi_Lyman_toBur+W_jdi_Lyman_toSW+W_jdi_Lyman_toMtV+W_jdi_Lyman_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Lyman_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Lyman_toMtV/(W_jdi_Lyman_toBur+W_jdi_Lyman_toSW+W_jdi_Lyman_toMtV+W_jdi_Lyman_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Lyman_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Lyman_toFid/(W_jdi_Lyman_toBur+W_jdi_Lyman_toSW+W_jdi_Lyman_toMtV+W_jdi_Lyman_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Samish_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Samish_toBur/(W_jdi_Samish_toBur+W_jdi_Samish_toSW+W_jdi_Samish_toMtV+W_jdi_Samish_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Samish_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Samish_toSW/(W_jdi_Samish_toBur+W_jdi_Samish_toSW+W_jdi_Samish_toMtV+W_jdi_Samish_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Samish_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Samish_toMtV/(W_jdi_Samish_toBur+W_jdi_Samish_toSW+W_jdi_Samish_toMtV+W_jdi_Samish_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Samish_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Samish_toFid/(W_jdi_Samish_toBur+W_jdi_Samish_toSW+W_jdi_Samish_toMtV+W_jdi_Samish_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Swin_toBur" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Swin_toBur/(W_jdi_Swin_toBur+W_jdi_Swin_toSW+W_jdi_Swin_toMtV+W_jdi_Swin_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Swin_toSW" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Swin_toSW/(W_jdi_Swin_toBur+W_jdi_Swin_toSW+W_jdi_Swin_toMtV+W_jdi_Swin_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Swin_toMtV" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Swin_toMtV/(W_jdi_Swin_toBur+W_jdi_Swin_toSW+W_jdi_Swin_toMtV+W_jdi_Swin_toFid)"/>
<var name="W_jdn_Swin_toFid" type="global"
value="W_jdi_Swin_toFid/(W_jdi_Swin_toBur+W_jdi_Swin_toSW+W_jdi_Swin_toMtV+W_jdi_Swin_toFid)"/>
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Below, CADT, commuter average daily traffic is computed. These are daily trips: 1 worker from home to work is 1 CADT. The
variable “factor" simply doubles CADT to count the return trip (work to home).
The computation is the working population of each TAZ (population center or job center) multiplied by the
wieghtings calculated earlier.

<!-- Sec. D - CADT - Commuter Average Daily Traffic - CALCULATIONS, Job Center, towns, and rural areas -->
<!--2 trips per day, back and forth to work -->
<var name="factor" type="global" value="2"/>
<!-<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var

Sec. D - CADT CALCULATIONS, to Burlington from every TAZ -->
name="CADT_Bur_toBur" type="global" value="factor*BurWPop*W_jdn_Bur_toBur"/>
name="CADT_Fid_toBur" type="global" value="factor*FidWPop*W_jdn_Fid_toBur"/>
name="CADT_MtV_toBur" type="global" value="factor*MtVWPop*W_jdn_MtV_toBur"/>
name="CADT_SW_toBur" type="global" value="factor*SW_WPop*W_jdn_SW_toBur"/>
name="CADT_Ham_toBur" type="global" value="factor*HamWPop*W_jdn_Ham_toBur"/>
name="CADT_Lyman_toBur" type="global" value="factor*LymanWPop*W_jdn_Lyman_toBur"/>
name="CADT_Samish_toBur" type="global" value="factor*SamishWPop*W_jdn_Samish_toBur"/>
name="CADT_Swin_toBur" type="global" value="factor*SwinWPop*W_jdn_Swin_toBur"/>
name="CADT_N_SR9_toBur" type="global" value="factor*N_SR9_WPop*W_jdn_N_SR9_toBur"/>
name="CADT_SR20E_ME_toBur" type="global" value="factor*SR20E_ME_WPop*W_jdn_SR20E_ME_toBur"/>
name="CADT_SR20E_FE_toBur" type="global" value="factor*SR20E_FE_WPop*W_jdn_SR20E_FE_toBur"/>
name="CADT_Conway_toBur" type="global" value="factor*ConwayWPop*W_jdn_Conway_toBur"/>
name="CADT_Alger_toBur" type="global" value="factor*AlgerWPop*W_jdn_Alger_toBur"/>
name="CADT_Bayview_toBur" type="global" value="factor*BayviewWPop*W_jdn_Bayview_toBur"/>
name="CADT_R_LaConn_toBur" type="global" value="factor*R_LaConnWPop*W_jdn_R_LaConn_toBur"/>
name="CADT_BigLake_toBur" type="global" value="factor*BigLakeWPop*W_jdn_BigLake_toBur"/>
name="CADT_S_SR9_toBur" type="global" value="factor*S_SR9_WPop*W_jdn_S_SR9_toBur"/>

<!-<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var

Sec. D - CADT CALCULATIONS, to Sedro-Woolley from every TAZ -->
name="CADT_Bur_toSW" type="global" value="factor*BurWPop*W_jdn_Bur_toSW"/>
name="CADT_Fid_toSW" type="global" value="factor*FidWPop*W_jdn_Fid_toSW"/>
name="CADT_MtV_toSW" type="global" value="factor*MtVWPop*W_jdn_MtV_toSW"/>
name="CADT_SW_toSW" type="global" value="factor*SW_WPop*W_jdn_SW_toSW"/>
name="CADT_Ham_toSW" type="global" value="factor*HamWPop*W_jdn_Ham_toSW"/>
name="CADT_Lyman_toSW" type="global" value="factor*LymanWPop*W_jdn_Lyman_toSW"/>
name="CADT_Samish_toSW" type="global" value="factor*SamishWPop*W_jdn_Samish_toSW"/>
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<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var

name="CADT_Swin_toSW" type="global" value="factor*SwinWPop*W_jdn_Swin_toSW"/>
name="CADT_N_SR9_toSW" type="global" value="factor*N_SR9_WPop*W_jdn_N_SR9_toSW"/>
name="CADT_SR20E_ME_toSW" type="global" value="factor*SR20E_ME_WPop*W_jdn_SR20E_ME_toSW"/>
name="CADT_SR20E_FE_toSW" type="global" value="factor*SR20E_FE_WPop*W_jdn_SR20E_FE_toSW"/>
name="CADT_Conway_toSW" type="global" value="factor*ConwayWPop*W_jdn_Conway_toSW"/>
name="CADT_Alger_toSW" type="global" value="factor*AlgerWPop*W_jdn_Alger_toSW"/>
name="CADT_Bayview_toSW" type="global" value="factor*BayviewWPop*W_jdn_Bayview_toSW"/>
name="CADT_R_LaConn_toSW" type="global" value="factor*R_LaConnWPop*W_jdn_R_LaConn_toSW"/>
name="CADT_BigLake_toSW" type="global" value="factor*BigLakeWPop*W_jdn_BigLake_toSW"/>
name="CADT_S_SR9_toSW" type="global" value="factor*S_SR9_WPop*W_jdn_S_SR9_toSW"/>

<!-<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var

Sec. D - CADT CALCULATIONS, to Mt. Vernon from every TAZ -->
name="CADT_Bur_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*BurWPop*W_jdn_Bur_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_Fid_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*FidWPop*W_jdn_Fid_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_MtV_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*MtVWPop*W_jdn_MtV_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_SW_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*SW_WPop*W_jdn_SW_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_Ham_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*HamWPop*W_jdn_Ham_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_Lyman_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*LymanWPop*W_jdn_Lyman_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_Samish_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*SamishWPop*W_jdn_Samish_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_Swin_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*SwinWPop*W_jdn_Swin_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_N_SR9_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*N_SR9_WPop*W_jdn_N_SR9_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_SR20E_ME_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*SR20E_ME_WPop*W_jdn_SR20E_ME_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_SR20E_FE_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*SR20E_FE_WPop*W_jdn_SR20E_FE_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_Conway_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*ConwayWPop*W_jdn_Conway_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_Alger_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*AlgerWPop*W_jdn_Alger_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_Bayview_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*BayviewWPop*W_jdn_Bayview_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_R_LaConn_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*R_LaConnWPop*W_jdn_R_LaConn_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_BigLake_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*BigLakeWPop*W_jdn_BigLake_toMtV"/>
name="CADT_S_SR9_toMtV" type="global" value="factor*S_SR9_WPop*W_jdn_S_SR9_toMtV"/>

<!-<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var

Sec. D - CADT CALCULATIONS, to Fidalgo Island from every TAZ -->
name="CADT_Bur_toFid" type="global" value="factor*BurWPop*W_jdn_Bur_toFid"/>
name="CADT_Fid_toFid" type="global" value="factor*FidWPop*W_jdn_Fid_toFid"/>
name="CADT_MtV_toFid" type="global" value="factor*MtVWPop*W_jdn_MtV_toFid"/>
name="CADT_SW_toFid" type="global" value="factor*SW_WPop*W_jdn_SW_toFid"/>
name="CADT_Ham_toFid" type="global" value="factor*HamWPop*W_jdn_Ham_toFid"/>
name="CADT_Lyman_toFid" type="global" value="factor*LymanWPop*W_jdn_Lyman_toFid"/>
name="CADT_Samish_toFid" type="global" value="factor*SamishWPop*W_jdn_Samish_toFid"/>
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<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var

name="CADT_Swin_toFid" type="global" value="factor*SwinWPop*W_jdn_Swin_toFid"/>
name="CADT_N_SR9_toFid" type="global" value="factor*N_SR9_WPop*W_jdn_N_SR9_toFid"/>
name="CADT_SR20E_ME_toFid" type="global" value="factor*SR20E_ME_WPop*W_jdn_SR20E_ME_toFid"/>
name="CADT_SR20E_FE_toFid" type="global" value="factor*SR20E_FE_WPop*W_jdn_SR20E_FE_toFid"/>
name="CADT_Conway_toFid" type="global" value="factor*ConwayWPop*W_jdn_Conway_toFid"/>
name="CADT_Alger_toFid" type="global" value="factor*AlgerWPop*W_jdn_Alger_toFid"/>
name="CADT_Bayview_toFid" type="global" value="factor*BayviewWPop*W_jdn_Bayview_toFid"/>
name="CADT_R_LaConn_toFid" type="global" value="factor*R_LaConnWPop*W_jdn_R_LaConn_toFid"/>

Below, CPMT (commuter personal miles traveled) are computed for every route. The number of trips (CADT) is converted into a
distance using the distance constants defined ealier (e.g. Fid_toBur).
Note, that the first CPMT calculated below "CPMT_Bur_toBur" is from the population centroid to the jobs centroid within
Burlington, two different points.
<var name="CADT_BigLake_toFid" type="global" value="factor*BigLakeWPop*W_jdn_BigLake_toFid"/>
<var name="CADT_S_SR9_toFid" type="global" value="factor*S_SR9_WPop*W_jdn_S_SR9_toFid"/>

<!-- Sec. E - CPMT CALCULATIONS from (Commuter Personal Miles Traveled) -->
<!--Convert feet to miles -->
<var name="convert" type="global" value="1/5280"/>
<!-- Sec. E -Daily CPMT CALCULATIONS, to Burlington from every TAZ_ID -->
<var name="CPMT_Bur_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Bur_toBur*Bur_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_Fid_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Fid_toBur*Fid_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_MtV_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_MtV_toBur*MtV_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_SW_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SW_toBur*SW_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_Ham_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Ham_toBur*Ham_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_Lyman_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Lyman_toBur*Lyman_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_Samish_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Samish_toBur*Samish_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_Swin_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Swin_toBur*Swin_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_N_SR9_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_N_SR9_toBur*N_SR9_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_SR20E_ME_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SR20E_ME_toBur*SR20E_ME_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_SR20E_FE_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SR20E_FE_toBur*SR20E_FE_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_Conway_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Conway_toBur*Conway_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_Alger_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Alger_toBur*Alger_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_Bayview_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Bayview_toBur*Bayview_toBur"/>
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<var name="CPMT_R_LaConn_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_R_LaConn_toBur*R_LaConn_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_BigLake_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_BigLake_toBur*BigLake_toBur"/>
<var name="CPMT_S_SR9_toBur" type="global" value="convert*CADT_S_SR9_toBur*S_SR9_toBur"/>
<!-- Sec. E - SUM of Commuter Miles Traveled (CPMT) to Burlington -->
<var name="CPMT_toBur" type="global" value="CPMT_Bur_toBur+CPMT_Fid_toBur+CPMT_MtV_toBur+CPMT_SW_toBur+
CPMT_Ham_toBur+CPMT_Lyman_toBur+CPMT_Samish_toBur+CPMT_Swin_toBur+CPMT_N_SR9_toBur+CPMT_SR20E_ME_toBur+
CPMT_SR20E_FE_toBur+CPMT_Conway_toBur+CPMT_Alger_toBur+CPMT_Bayview_toBur+CPMT_R_LaConn_toBur+
CPMT_BigLake_toBur+CPMT_S_SR9_toBur" />

<!-- Sec. E - Daily CPMT CALCULATIONS, to Sedro-Woolley -->
<var name="CPMT_Bur_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Bur_toSW*Bur_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_Fid_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Fid_toSW*Fid_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_MtV_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_MtV_toSW*MtV_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_SW_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SW_toSW*SW_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_Ham_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Ham_toSW*Ham_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_Lyman_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Lyman_toSW*Lyman_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_Samish_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Samish_toSW*Samish_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_Swin_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Swin_toSW*Swin_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_N_SR9_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_N_SR9_toSW*N_SR9_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_SR20E_ME_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SR20E_ME_toSW*SR20E_ME_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_SR20E_FE_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SR20E_FE_toSW*SR20E_FE_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_Conway_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Conway_toSW*Conway_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_Alger_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Alger_toSW*Alger_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_Bayview_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Bayview_toSW*Bayview_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_R_LaConn_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_R_LaConn_toSW*R_LaConn_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_BigLake_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_BigLake_toSW*BigLake_toSW"/>
<var name="CPMT_S_SR9_toSW" type="global" value="convert*CADT_S_SR9_toSW*S_SR9_toSW"/>
<!-- Sec. E - SUM of Commuter Miles Traveled (CPMT) to Sedro-Woolley -->
<var name="CPMT_toSW" type="global" value="CPMT_Bur_toSW+CPMT_Fid_toSW+CPMT_MtV_toSW+CPMT_SW_toSW+
CPMT_Ham_toSW+CPMT_Lyman_toSW+CPMT_Samish_toSW+CPMT_Swin_toSW+CPMT_N_SR9_toSW+CPMT_SR20E_ME_toSW+
CPMT_SR20E_FE_toSW+CPMT_Conway_toSW+CPMT_Alger_toSW+CPMT_Bayview_toSW+
CPMT_R_LaConn_toSW+CPMT_BigLake_toSW+CPMT_S_SR9_toSW" />

<!-- Sec. E - Daily CPMT CALCULATIONS, to Mt. Vernon -->
<var name="CPMT_Bur_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Bur_toMtV*Bur_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_Fid_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Fid_toMtV*Fid_toMtV"/>
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<var name="CPMT_MtV_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_MtV_toMtV*MtV_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_SW_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SW_toMtV*SW_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_Ham_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Ham_toMtV*Ham_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_Lyman_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Lyman_toMtV*Lyman_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_Samish_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Samish_toMtV*Samish_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_Swin_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Swin_toMtV*Swin_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_N_SR9_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_N_SR9_toMtV*N_SR9_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_SR20E_ME_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SR20E_ME_toMtV*SR20E_ME_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_SR20E_FE_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SR20E_FE_toMtV*SR20E_FE_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_Conway_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Conway_toMtV*Conway_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_Alger_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Alger_toMtV*Alger_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_Bayview_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Bayview_toMtV*Bayview_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_R_LaConn_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_R_LaConn_toMtV*R_LaConn_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_BigLake_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_BigLake_toMtV*BigLake_toMtV"/>
<var name="CPMT_S_SR9_toMtV" type="global" value="convert*CADT_S_SR9_toMtV*S_SR9_toMtV"/>
<!-- SUM of Commuter Miles Traveled (CPMT) to Mt. Vernon -->
<var name="CPMT_toMtV" type="global" value="CPMT_Bur_toMtV+CPMT_Fid_toMtV+CPMT_MtV_toMtV+CPMT_SW_toMtV+
CPMT_Ham_toMtV+CPMT_Lyman_toMtV+CPMT_Samish_toMtV+CPMT_Swin_toMtV+CPMT_N_SR9_toMtV+
CPMT_SR20E_ME_toMtV+CPMT_SR20E_FE_toMtV+CPMT_Conway_toMtV+CPMT_Alger_toMtV+CPMT_Bayview_toMtV+
CPMT_R_LaConn_toMtV+CPMT_BigLake_toMtV+CPMT_S_SR9_toMtV" />

<!-<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var
<var

Sec. E - Daily CPMT CALCULATIONS, to Fidalgo Island -->
name="CPMT_Bur_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Bur_toFid*Bur_toFid" />
name="CPMT_Fid_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Fid_toFid*Fid_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_MtV_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_MtV_toFid*MtV_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_SW_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SW_toFid*SW_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_Ham_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Ham_toFid*Ham_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_Lyman_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Lyman_toFid*Lyman_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_Samish_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Samish_toFid*Samish_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_Swin_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Swin_toFid*Swin_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_N_SR9_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_N_SR9_toFid*N_SR9_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_SR20E_ME_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SR20E_ME_toFid*SR20E_ME_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_SR20E_FE_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_SR20E_FE_toFid*SR20E_FE_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_Conway_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Conway_toFid*Conway_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_Alger_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Alger_toFid*Alger_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_Bayview_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_Bayview_toFid*Bayview_toFid"/>
name="CPMT_R_LaConn_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_R_LaConn_toFid*R_LaConn_toFid"/>
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<var name="CPMT_BigLake_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_BigLake_toFid*BigLake_toFid"/>
<var name="CPMT_S_SR9_toFid" type="global" value="convert*CADT_S_SR9_toFid*S_SR9_toFid"/>
<!-- SUM of Commuter Miles Traveled (CPMT) to Fidalgo Island -->
<var name="CPMT_toFid" type="global"
value="CPMT_Bur_toFid+CPMT_Fid_toFid+CPMT_MtV_toFid+CPMT_SW_toFid+CPMT_Ham_toFid+
CPMT_Lyman_toFid+CPMT_Samish_toFid+CPMT_Swin_toFid+CPMT_N_SR9_toFid+CPMT_SR20E_ME_toFid+CPMT_SR20E_FE_toFid+
CPMT_Conway_toFid+CPMT_Alger_toFid+CPMT_Bayview_toFid+CPMT_R_LaConn_toFid+CPMT_BigLake_toFid+CPMT_S_SR9_toFid"
/>
<!-- Sec. E - Job-Center to Job-Center, Daily CPMT TOTALs per TAZ

<var
<var
Personal
<var

-->

name="CPMT_Bur" type="global" value="CPMT_Bur_toBur+CPMT_Bur_toFid+CPMT_Bur_toSW+CPMT_Bur_toMtV" />
name="1CVMT_Bur" type="global" value="CPMT_Bur*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<!-Commuter Miles Traveled (SOV plus HOV)
-->
name="CPMT_Transit_Bur" type="global" value="CPMT_Bur*Fraction_Transit" />

<var name="CPMT_Fid" type="global" value="CPMT_Fid_toFid+CPMT_Fid_toBur+CPMT_Fid_toMtV+CPMT_Fid_toSW" />
<var name="2CVMT_Fid" type="global" value="CPMT_Fid*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1" />
<var name="CPMT_Transit_Fid" type="global" value="CPMT_Fid*Fraction_Transit" />
<var name="CPMT_MtV" type="global" value="CPMT_MtV_toMtV+CPMT_MtV_toBur+CPMT_MtV_toFid+CPMT_MtV_toSW" />
<var name="3CVMT_MtV" type="global" value="CPMT_MtV*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_Transit_MtV" type="global" value="CPMT_MtV*Fraction_Transit" />
<var name="CPMT_SW" type="global" value="CPMT_SW_toSW+CPMT_SW_toBur+CPMT_SW_toFid+CPMT_SW_toMtV" />
<var name="4CVMT_SW" type="global" value="CPMT_SW*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_Transit_SW" type="global" value="CPMT_SW*Fraction_Transit" />

Below, CPMT is converted to CVMT (passenger to vehicle miles traveled) for each TAZ (all 17). The scope of
the model is also increased to total VMT (including commercial traffic) using the factor of 5 and 1.13469 (also
explained in the text).
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<!-- Sec. E - Non-Job-Center, Daily CPMT TOTALs per TAZ_ID
-->
<var name="CPMT_Ham" type="global" value="CPMT_Ham_toBur+CPMT_Ham_toSW+CPMT_Ham_toMtV+CPMT_Ham_toFid" />
<var name="5CVMT_Ham" type="global" value="CPMT_Ham*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_Lyman" type="global" value="CPMT_Lyman_toBur+CPMT_Lyman_toSW+CPMT_Lyman_toMtV+CPMT_Lyman_toFid"
/>
<var name="6CVMT_Lyman" type="global" value="CPMT_Lyman*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_Samish" type="global"
value="CPMT_Samish_toBur+CPMT_Samish_toSW+CPMT_Samish_toMtV+CPMT_Samish_toFid" />
<var name="7CVMT_Samish" type="global" value="CPMT_Samish*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_Swin" type="global" value="CPMT_Swin_toBur+CPMT_Swin_toSW+CPMT_Swin_toMtV+CPMT_Swin_toFid" />
<var name="8CVMT_Swin" type="global" value="CPMT_Swin*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_N_SR9" type="global" value="CPMT_N_SR9_toBur+CPMT_N_SR9_toSW+CPMT_N_SR9_toMtV+CPMT_N_SR9_toFid"
/>
<var name="9CVMT_N_SR9" type="global" value="CPMT_N_SR9*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_SR20E_ME" type="global"
value="CPMT_Lyman_toBur+CPMT_Lyman_toSW+CPMT_Lyman_toMtV+CPMT_Lyman_toFid" />
<var name="10CVMT_SR20E_ME" type="global" value="CPMT_SR20E_ME*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_SR20E_FE" type="global" value="CPMT_SR20E_FE_toBur+CPMT_SR20E_FE_toSW+CPMT_SR20E_FE_toMtV+
CPMT_SR20E_FE_toFid" />
<var name="11CVMT_SR20E_FE" type="global" value="CPMT_SR20E_FE*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_Conway" type="global"
value="CPMT_Conway_toBur+CPMT_Conway_toSW+CPMT_Conway_toMtV+CPMT_Conway_toFid" />
<var name="12CVMT_Conway" type="global" value="CPMT_Conway*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)"

output ="1"/>

<var name="CPMT_Alger" type="global" value="CPMT_Alger_toBur+CPMT_Alger_toSW+CPMT_Alger_toMtV+CPMT_Alger_toFid"
/>
<var name="13CVMT_Alger" type="global" value="CPMT_Alger*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_Bayview" type="global" value="CPMT_Bayview_toBur+CPMT_Bayview_toSW+CPMT_Bayview_toMtV+
CPMT_Bayview_toFid" />
<var name="14CVMT_Bayview" type="global" value="CPMT_Bayview*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
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<var name="CPMT_R_LaConn" type="global" value="CPMT_R_LaConn_toBur+CPMT_R_LaConn_toSW+CPMT_R_LaConn_toMtV+
CPMT_R_LaConn_toFid" />
<var name="15CVMT_R_LaConn" type="global" value="CPMT_R_LaConn*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_BigLake" type="global" value="CPMT_BigLake_toBur+CPMT_BigLake_toSW+CPMT_BigLake_toMtV+
CPMT_BigLake_toFid" />
<var name="16CVMT_BigLake" type="global" value="CPMT_BigLake*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>
<var name="CPMT_S_SR9" type="global" value="CPMT_S_SR9_toBur+CPMT_S_SR9_toSW+CPMT_S_SR9_toMtV+CPMT_S_SR9_toFid"
/>
<var name="17CVMT_S_SR9" type="global" value="CPMT_S_SR9*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output ="1"/>

Below, the CPMT (passenger miles) are summed together from totals created above for each (to) job center.
The total is then converted to CVMT (commuter vehicle miles traveled) by using the SOV and HOV (single or
double passenger vehicle) as explained in the text. This, total county output, is an alternative to the per TAZ
output described in the last text box.
<!-<var
<var
="1"/>
<var
<var

END

Sec. E - COUNTYWIDE TOTAL -->
name="CPMT_County_x_1e9" type="global" value="(CPMT_toBur+CPMT_toSW+CPMT_toMtV+CPMT_toFid)/1000000000" />
name="CVMT_County_x_1e9" type="global" value="CPMT_County_x_1e9*(Fraction_SOV+Fraction_HOV*0.5)" output
name="VMT_County_x_1e9" type="global" value="CVMT_County_x_1e9*5/7*5*1.13469" />
name="MetricTons_x1e9" type="global" value="VMT_County_x_1e9/MPG*0.009" />

Appendix C – VMT model output per TAZ, temporal comparison
Table C.1 Year zero (2010)
TAZ17

TAZ name
1

Burlington

2

Fidalgo

3
4

TAZ AREA (ha)

Y0_POP(1)

Y0POPd(2)

Y0VMT (3)

Y0VMTpC (4)

Y0POPDENS (5)

3,463

12,051

3.4800

0.049956

4145

0.00365651368

13,278

21,035

1.5842

0.137897

6556

0.00183150737

Mt Vernon

5,846

32,607

5.5775

0.119901

3677

0.00383768372

Sedro-W

3,370

12,742

3.7813

0.151416

11883

0.00249264701

5

Hamilton

373

536

1.4389

0.035004

65263

0.00211663093

6

Lyman

2,380

1,384

0.5815

0.020261

14641

0.00119587642

7

Samish

5,334

1,798

0.3371

0.017262

9600

0.00086187709

8

Swinomish

3,087

3,031

0.9820

0.058845

19415

0.00163434782

9

9N_SR9

14,405

3,575

0.2482

0.035004

9790

0.00064971885

8,954

1,475

0.1647

0.017090

11588

0.00044776030

10

SR20E_ME

11

SR20E_FE

228,135

4,999

0.0219

0.041485

8299

0.00073285857

12

Conway

16,622

3,695

0.2223

0.050050

13544

0.00060231984

13

Alger

15,437

4,748

0.3076

0.036596

7707

0.00055824325

14

Bayview

5,636

3,187

0.5655

0.043130

13533

0.00081323960

15

R_LaConn

8,832

3,575

0.4048

0.064588

18068

0.00141281317

16

BigLake

5,705

1,783

0.3126

0.070795

39699

0.00072873157

17

S_SR9

3,528

1,630

0.4620

0.260354

159725

0.00091771138

1) Year zero population
2) Year zero population density based on entire TAZ area
3) VMT in billions
4) VMT per capita
5) Population density as TAZ average from IDU POPDENS attribute data
6) Year 40 Plan Trend Population Density from TAZ average of IDU POPDENS attribute data
7) Ag stands for Agriculture Scenario
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8) Dev stands for Development Scenario
9) eco stands for Ecosystem Scenario
10) Pref stands for Preferred Scenario

Table C.2 Year 40 Plan Trend
TAZ17
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Y40ptPOPDENS (6)
0.00349976057
0.00124914225
0.00311806431
0.00169083826
0.00103531796
0.00048200577
0.00069810816
0.00069606282
0.00023014975
0.00017343607
0.00030853871
0.00021788963
0.00017569438
0.00039215794
0.00091322508
0.00031530275
0.00043729373

Y40ptPOP
Y40ptVMT
Y40ptVMTpC Y40ptPOPd
27,281 0.000067 0.113092662
4,145
7.8783
34,179
0.245695601
7,188
2.5741
55,845
0.236165441
4,229
9.5526
17,654
0.166083339
9,408
5.2390
583
0.017614008
30,189
1.5653
1,813
0.044982858
24,817
0.7617
2,052
0.041634212
20,293
0.3846
5,041
0.097139591
19,271
1.6331
4,660
0.065289362
14,010
0.3235
1,797
0.044982858
25,029
0.2007
8,110
0.421045812
51,920
0.0355
5,283
0.059231061
11,212
0.3178
6,835
0.101914581
14,910
0.4428
6,866
0.139150838
20,266
1.2183
4,074
0.049155243
12,065
0.4613
6,393
0.072659815
11,366
1.1205
2,168
0.022890134
10,558
0.6145
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Table C.3 Year 40 Agriculture Scenario
TAZ17
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Y40AgPOPd (7)
Y40AgPOP Y40AgPOPd_diff Y40AgVMT
Y40AgVMTperCapita
7.54
26,095
1.17
0.10817803982
4,145
2.51
33,378
0.59
0.23993431375
7,188
9.18
53,687
0.65
0.22703760957
4,229
5.09
17,164
0.35
0.16147283042
9,408
1.57
584
0.09
0.01762169923
30,189
0.77
1,831
0.32
0.04545041725
24,817
0.42
2,257
0.26
0.04581192138
20,293
1.73
5,331
0.76
0.10273107191
19,271
0.37
5,365
0.50
0.07515617594
14,010
0.22
1,970
0.34
0.04545041725
23,068
0.04
10,156
1.03
0.52731382572
51,920
0.33
5,563
0.51
0.06236892882
11,212
0.51
7,882
0.66
0.11751487498
14,910
1.18
6,622
1.08
0.13420663294
20,266
0.48
4,260
0.19
0.05139837307
12,065
1.01
5,742
2.22
0.06526022228
11,366
0.64
2,258
0.38
0.02383457072
10,558
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Table C.4 Year 40 Development Scenario
TAZ17
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Y40devPOPDEN (8)
Y40DevPOP
Y40DevVMT
Y40devVMTperCapita
0.00245007308
23787.25806451610
0.09860957
4145.478625
0.00107642395
31366.93548387100
0.225478586
7188.416164
0.00253153193
50196.45161290320
0.212277177
4228.927947
0.00135825411
16387.41935483870
0.15417027
9407.843064
0.00082908998
586.42419354839
0.017703792
30189.39569
0.00037026690
1928.32258064516
0.047854479
24816.63564
0.00029583971
2250.04838709677
0.045661196
20293.42849
0.00056581003
5396.40322580645
0.103994561
19271.08799
0.00017154329
5694.79032258064
0.079781476
14009.55466
0.00010592384
2438.80645161290
0.047854479
19622.08967
0.00019938868
12672.75806451610
0.657971535
51920.15282
0.00019720799
8729.53225806452
0.097875172
11211.96065
0.00018740840
10991.98387096770
0.163889761
14909.9346
0.00027726156
6080.16129032258
0.123217884
20265.56168
0.00038367294
4321.53225806452
0.052138835
12064.89555
0.00021597397
4169.09677419355
0.047384109
11365.55756
0.00022016548
2363.38709677419
0.024952512
10557.94538
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Table C.5 Year 40 Ecosystem Scenario
TAZ17
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Y40ecoPOPDEN (9)
Y40ecoPOP
Y40ecoVMT
Y40ecoVMTperCapita
0.00378260958
29319.03226
0.121541564
4145.483469
0.00125898218
34762.41935
0.24988751
7188.438409
0.00324722931
58697.58065
0.248227905
4228.929064
0.00177829340
17993.3871
0.169276823
9407.724187
0.00103517512
582.7919355
0.017594039
30189.22889
0.00048047237
1714.274194
0.042542705
24816.74483
0.00068240787
1951.290323
0.039598458
20293.47338
0.00074118394
5082.467742
0.097944692
19271.08978
0.00021035181
4261.677419
0.059704241
14009.56365
0.00016717783
1636.306452
0.042542705
25999.22844
0.00021686812
6209.983871
0.322423521
51920.18655
0.00019463799
4790.387097
0.053709692
11211.97326
0.00016647064
6267.887097
0.093453846
14909.94414
0.00040033261
6983.193548
0.141518512
20265.58644
0.00098858354
4186.935484
0.050515025
12064.91602
0.00022213070
4896.145161
0.055647378
11365.54902
0.00035147041
1822.806452
0.019245066
10557.93156
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TAZ17
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Y40PrefPOPDEN
Y40prefPOP (10)
Y40PrefVMT
Y40PrefVMTperCapita
0.00259438357
18905.80645
0.07837376977
4145.487
0.00113867478
32563.3871
0.23407984017
7188.436
0.00309908246
62835.80645
0.26572920126
4228.946
0.00212637647
25121.77419
0.23633998055
9407.774
0.00101595935
587.5677419
0.01773825621
30189.3
0.00051163942
1701.225806
0.04221862358
24816.59
0.00063140087
1898.564516
0.03852814567
20293.3
0.00060888170
4214.66129
0.08122128040
19271.13
0.00020464480
4121.629032
0.05774229721
14009.58
0.00016506758
1652.016129
0.04221862358
25555.82
0.00026484186
6718.66129
0.34883373476
51920.13
0.00021282128
5694.580645
0.06384733871
11211.95
0.00018143689
7163.403226
0.10680568494
14909.91
0.00034717213
7145.435484
0.14480621800
20265.56
0.00090061377
4061.83871
0.04900570090
12064.91
0.00025042338
4897.935484
0.05566779009
11365.56
0.00038111596
1840.370968
0.01943040319
10557.87
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Table C.6 Comparison with literature through density metric.
VMT_Lo
VMT_Hi
PDdelta%
mltpls_10%
Y0VMTpC
VMT_delta
error
(3)
(4)
(1)
(2)
(5)
(6)
error
ave
54
230
-0.0429
-0.4287
4,145
0
0.03
0.10
397
1708
-0.3180
-3.1797
7,198
-10
0.15
234
1007
-0.1875
-1.8751
4,229
0
0.15
402
1727
-0.3217
-3.2167
9,410
-2
0.11
639
2743
-0.5109
-5.1087
31,863
-1674
0.05
746
3206
-0.5969
-5.9694
25,294
-477
0.08
238
1020
-0.1900
-1.9001
20,354
-60
0.03
718
3083
-0.5741
-5.7410
19,415
-144
0.10
807
3468
-0.6458
-6.4577
13,998
12
0.15
766
3290
-0.6127
-6.1266
23,736
1293
0.09
724
3109
-0.5790
-5.7899
52,081
-161
0.04
798
3427
-0.6382
-6.3825
11,226
-14
0.19
857
3680
-0.6853
-6.8527
14,910
0
0.15
647
2780
-0.5178
-5.1778
20,266
0
0.08
442
1899
-0.3536
-3.5361
12,065
0
0.10
709
3047
-0.5673
-5.6733
11,362
4
0.17
654
2811
-0.5235
-5.2350
10,590
-32
0.16

TAZ17
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

TAZ name
Burlington
Fidalgo
Mt Vernon
Sedro-W
Hamilton
Lyman
Samish
Swinomish
9N_SR9
SR20E_ME
SR20E_FE
Conway
Alger
Bayview
R_LaConn
BigLake
S_SR9

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Year 40 Population density difference (year 40 - year 0)) in %. Uses IDU attribute POPDENS, not TAZ area
Using (1) divided by 10% to use Literature prediction, below
VMT change from Density Prediction, High (537 VMT per capita reduction for a 10% increase in population density)
VMT change from Density Prediction, Low (125 VMT per capita reduction for a 10% increase in population density)
Total VMT per capita from model
VMT per capita change in modeled data (2050-2010). Insignificant.
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Appendix D – Density differentiation statistical analysis.

Table D.1 Descriptive Statistics from M.S. Excel Data Analysis Toolbox, of density catagories.
Apt 2-4 units
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count
Confidence Level(95.0%)

Apt 5+ units
0.005005
0.000258
0.003537
0.002944
0.006115
3.74E-05
20.08872
3.985098
0.049666
1.09E-05
0.049677
2.802719
560
0.000508

Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count
Confidence Level(95.0%)

0.004748
0.000572
0.003758
#N/A
0.004818
2.32E-05
5.945802
2.163264
0.025607
2.2E-06
0.02561
0.33708
71
0.00114

Table D.2 A t-test of two samples with unequel variances. Showing no statistical difference.

Mean
Variance
Observations
df
t Stat
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

Apt 2-4 units
0.005004856
3.7393E-05
560
101
0.409968878
0.341348529
1.660080631
0.682697057
1.98373095

Apt 5+ units
0.004747608
2.32141E-05
71
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Table D.3 Statisitical difference between House and Apartment Densities. The small P-values
explains that the two groups are statistically different.

Houses
Mean density
Variance
std error
Observations
Hypothesized Mean
Difference
df
t Stat
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS:
Houses
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count
Confidence Level(95.0%)

0.001859717
1.67168E-05
0.004088622
8914

Apts
Threshold density:
0.004975911 0.003417814 pp/m2
3.57648E-05
0.005980372
631

0
672
-12.87782637
2.24106E-34
1.647124289
4.48213E-34
1.963500369

Apts
0.001859717
4.33053E-05
0.000784218
0.000199355
0.004088622
1.67168E-05
1625.879245
29.83482059
0.25108948
5.1047E-07
0.25108999
16.57751553
8914
8.48883E-05

Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count
Confidence Level(95.0%)

0.004975911
0.000238075
0.00355608
0.00294368
0.005980372
3.57648E-05
19.81801416
3.906409382
0.049674596
2.20183E-06
0.049676798
3.139799546
631
0.000467516
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Appendix E – Sample calculations of and Emissions Factors
Table E.1 Sample calculation of GHG from VMT for Ecosystem Senario
1990 Baseline
22.5
79,555
0.653
19.6
33.334
327,073
163,537

dVMT/capita (PSRC, 2010)
people in Skagit County (American Factfinder, 1992)
billion aVMT in 1990 (population adjusted from present)
mpg. Ave. fuel efficiency in 1990
million gallons of fuel
(short) tons of CO2, see below for conversions
(short) tons of CO2, with 50% reduction of mandate

2050 Reference (38 mpg)
billion aVMT in 2050 Ecosystem
1.8113221 Scenario
47.666 million gallons of fuel
467,702 (short) tons of CO2
186% difference from mandate
2050 CAFE3 (41.6 mpg)
1.8113221
43.541396
427,228
161%

billion aVMT in 2050 Ecosystem
Scenario
million gallons of fuel
(short) tons of CO2
difference from mandate

2050 CAFE6 (59.3 mpg)
1.8113221
30.54506
299,708
83%

billion aVMT in 2050 Ecosystem
Scenario
million gallons of fuel
(short) tons of CO2
difference from mandate
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Table E.2 Sample calculation of average consumption for average home, as described in text.
Methodology is used for non-electricity fuels. RECS data is used for data with HDD 5000 –
5499, (EIA_RECS_b, 2011)
Houses

Apartments

Total Dwelling Units (DU):

302

86

Natural Gas non-zero DU

210

49

Ave of non-zero DU (Btu)

92,262,357

67,962,837

Ave for Average Household

64,155,944

38,723,012

------ above left was calculated as 92E6*(210/302) ----------- above right was calculated as 39E6*(49/86) ------

Table E.3 Emissions factros of various fuels
Electricity
Natural Gas:

907.23 lbs CO2e/MWHr is Emissions Factor (eGrid, 2009)
Tonne's (metric) of CO2e per therm from EPA,
0.005 (2011)

Fuel Oil:

135000 Btu fuel oil (or Kerosene) per gallon ( EPA, 2011)

Liquid Propane:

238.45

Global warming
potential
Gasoline

kg CO2/barrel (EPA, 2011)

0.977 CO2e/CO2 (EPA, 2011)
0.00892 Metric tons CO2e per U.S. gallon
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Appendix F – RECS 2005 Survey data of HDD 5000 – 5499, statistical differentiation
Table F.1 Descriptive Statistics from M.S. Excel Data Analysis Toolbox, of RECS housing
catagories.
Apts, all
Mean KWHr
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count
Confidence
Level(95.0%)

Houses, both
7807.186047
516.6386851
6914
#N/A
4791.110065
22954735.66
5.863070963
1.676867381
30726
1022
31748
671418
86

Mean KWHr
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count

12240.70861
398.614661
11416
18573
6927.184253
47985881.68
2.42781341
1.225620312
41675
903
42578
3696694
302

1027.216097

Confidence Level(95.0%)

784.4244107

Table F.2 Statisitical difference between House and Apartment Densities.

Mean Annual KWHr
Variance
Observations
Hypothesized Mean
Difference
df
t Stat
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

Apts, all
7807.186047
22954735.66
86

Houses, both
12240.70861
47985881.68
302

0
197
6.794248286
6.29937E-11
1.65262522
1.25987E-10
1.972078988
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Appendix G – Building model output data
Table G.1 Number of dwelling units are isted by development scenario and year.

DUs

Preferred
(years)
House
Apt
2010
27,209
16,623
2011
27,188
16,644
2012
27,895
16,667
2013
28,603
16,694
2014
29,319
16,711
2015
29,989
16,776
2016
30,690
16,808
2017
31,396
16,836
2018
32,089
16,877
2019
32,794
16,905
2020
33,467
16,966
2021
34,158
17,008
2022
34,861
17,038
2023
35,560
17,072
2024
36,238
17,127
2025
36,789
17,310
2026
37,425
17,408
2027
38,095
17,471
2028
38,710
17,590
2029
39,348
17,686
2030
39,992
17,776
2031
39,404
19,098

Plan
Trend
Agriculture
Ecosystem
Development
House
Apt
House
Apt
House
Apt
House
Apt
27,209
16,623
27,209
16,623
27,209
16,623
27,209
16,623
27,191
16,641
27,191
16,641
27,169
16,663
27,191
16,641
27,894
16,669
27,892
16,670
27,843
16,718
27,892
16,669
28,603
16,694
28,602
16,694
28,531
16,765
28,610
16,686
29,324
16,707
29,323
16,707
29,192
16,838
29,329
16,701
30,007
16,758
30,034
16,730
29,902
16,862
30,051
16,712
30,725
16,774
30,727
16,772
30,597
16,901
30,758
16,740
31,447
16,785
31,449
16,782
31,293
16,939
31,457
16,774
32,172
16,795
32,174
16,792
31,973
16,992
32,181
16,784
32,887
16,813
32,887
16,812
32,671
17,029
32,905
16,793
33,599
16,834
33,610
16,823
33,358
17,074
33,628
16,804
34,321
16,846
34,327
16,840
34,041
17,125
34,348
16,818
35,033
16,867
35,038
16,861
34,729
17,170
35,065
16,834
35,752
16,882
35,761
16,872
35,410
17,222
35,789
16,843
36,449
16,918
36,477
16,889
36,089
17,276
36,502
16,864
37,152
16,948
37,178
16,922
36,644
17,456
37,226
16,873
37,841
16,995
37,882
16,951
37,321
17,512
37,946
16,887
38,493
17,076
38,571
16,996
38,000
17,566
38,671
16,896
39,189
17,113
39,235
17,066
38,659
17,641
39,372
16,928
39,904
17,132
39,925
17,109
39,331
17,703
40,077
16,957
40,559
17,211
40,642
17,126
39,983
17,785
40,774
16,993
41,270
17,233
41,319
17,183
40,608
17,893
41,397
17,105
112
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2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050

40,017
40,655
41,197
41,793
42,316
42,886
43,387
43,875
44,391
44,961
45,478
46,063
45,146
45,667
45,572
46,064
46,481
46,961
47,436

19,218
19,314
19,506
19,643
19,855
20,018
20,250
20,496
20,714
20,877
21,094
21,243
22,893
23,106
23,935
24,176
24,492
24,746
25,005

41,976
42,605
43,306
43,954
42,776
43,342
43,953
44,546
45,099
45,709
43,165
43,697
42,019
42,482
42,943
43,413
43,829
44,286
44,696

17,261
17,366
17,398
17,484
19,395
19,564
19,686
19,826
20,007
20,131
23,408
23,610
26,021
26,292
26,564
26,828
27,145
27,422
27,747

42,013
42,723
43,435
44,065
44,768
45,441
44,265
44,870
45,476
46,092
46,696
47,270
47,893
45,312
45,865
46,396
44,722
45,198
45,696

17,223
17,246
17,268
17,372
17,402
17,462
19,373
19,501
19,628
19,747
19,876
20,036
20,146
23,461
23,641
23,845
26,252
26,509
26,745

41,262
41,903
40,631
41,135
41,700
42,259
42,852
43,358
40,689
41,135
41,625
40,015
40,406
40,816
41,228
41,644
42,081
42,297
42,680

17,973
18,067
20,072
20,302
20,470
20,645
20,786
21,014
24,416
24,704
24,948
27,291
27,634
27,958
28,279
28,597
28,893
29,410
29,763

42,105
42,806
43,525
44,204
44,899
45,615
46,323
46,971
47,675
48,381
49,097
49,717
48,511
49,112
49,356
50,004
50,630
51,225
51,827

17,130
17,163
17,178
17,233
17,271
17,289
17,315
17,400
17,430
17,457
17,475
17,589
19,529
19,662
20,151
20,236
20,344
20,483
20,614
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Table G.2 Calculation of 2050 difference and relation to the Mandate as related to 1990 values. Ecosystem and Development Scenarios are used
for difference calculation

Eco 2050
Dev 2050
Difference
2010
1990
2020
mandate
2035
mandate
2050
mandate
Note:

Houses
House
Apts
Tot. CO2e
(DUs)
CO2e
(DUs)
Apt CO2e Tot. DU
(tons)
42,680
444,295
29,763
185,124
72,442
629,419
51,827
539,515
20,614
128,218
72,441
667,733
9,147
95,220
-9,149
-56,906
0
5.9%
27,209
22,573

283,242
234,980

16,623
13,791

103,394
85,777

43,832
36,363

386,636
320,757

22,573

234,980

13,791

85,777

36,363

320,757

16,929

176,235

10,343

64,333

27,272

240,568

11,286
117,490
6,895
42,889
18,182
160,379
1990 values arrived at by using population fraction of current (0.8296) to find Dus.
Conversion from House and Apt DUs to CO2e tons uses values of Table 3.3 in the text.
Mandate requires 25% reduction from 1990 levels by 2030 and 50% reduction by 2050
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Appendix H – Countywide VMT model outputs and futuring
Table H.1 Model results in in units of billion daily commuter vehicle miles traveled, or dCVMT, VMT and VMT per capita

YEAR Agriculture
2010
0.000812614
2020
0.000948672
2035
0.00116036
2050
0.0013789

Scenarios, dCVMT (billion)
Development
Ecosystem Preferred
0.000812614 0.00081261 0.00081261
0.000964427 0.00091586 0.00092481
0.00121332 0.00106996 0.00109393
0.00148425 0.00122457 0.00126365

Plan Trend Population
0.00081261
115717
0.00093718
137021
0.00112016
166073
0.00130145
195125

Below a converstion is used, described in section 2.3 of the text, to arrive to VMT:
(5/7*5*1.13469*365)
Scenarios, VMT (billion)
YEAR Ag
Dev
Eco
Pref
PT
2010
1.201977563
1.201977563 1.20197756 1.20197756 1.20197756
2020
1.403227681
1.42653168 1.35469974 1.36793517 1.38623225
2035
1.716345872
1.794681628 1.58263076 1.61808597 1.65688406
2050
2.039599196
2.195427592 1.81132206 1.86912722 1.92503907

YEAR Ag
2010
2020
2035
2050

Dev
10,387
10,241
10,347
10,453

Scenarios, VMT per capita
Eco
Pref
10,387
10,387
10,411
9,887
10,831
9,585
11,251
9,283

PT
10,387
9,983
9,781
9,579

Mandate
10,387
10,117
9,991
9,866

9,512
8,120
5,800
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